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PREFACE

The purpose of this document is to provide the medi
physicist with a framework and guidance for establishm
of a comprehensive quality assurance~QA! program for
computed-tomography- ~CT! scanners used for CT
simulation, CT-simulation software, and the CT-simulati
process. The CT-simulator is a CT scanner equipped wi
flat tabletop and, preferably, external patient positioning
sers. The scanner is accompanied with specialized softw
which allows treatment planning on volumetric patient C
scans in a manner consistent with conventional radia
therapy simulators.1–12 The CT scanner used in the CT
simulation process can be located in the radiation oncol
department or in the diagnostic radiology department. D
pending on the CT-scanner location and primary use, ac
tance testing, commissioning, and QA can be the respo
bility of a therapy medical physicist, diagnostic physicist,
a joint responsibility of diagnostic and therapy physicis
The commissioning and periodic QA of the accompany
software and the QA of the CT-simulation process is alw
the responsibility of the therapy physicist. This report do
not address each of the two scenarios individually~scanner
located in diagnostic radiology or radiation oncology!, but
2762 Med. Phys. 30 „10…, October 2003 0094-2405 Õ2003Õ30„
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rather establishes a set of QA procedures that are applic
to scanners used for CT-simulation regardless of their lo
tion and primary purpose. It is the responsibility of the r
spective diagnostic and therapy physicists to determine h
the QA program is implemented and how the responsibilit
are assigned. The primary responsibility for implementat
of recommendations for QA of scanners used for C
simulation in this document rests with the radiation oncolo
Quality Assurance Committee~QAC! as specified by the
AAPM Task Group 40.13 Further discussion of QA program
responsibilities is provided in Appendix A. If the scanner
located in the radiation oncology department, a thera
medical physicist can perform QA of the CT-scanner and
the simulation process independently. It is recommended
the therapy physicist solicit help from a diagnostic physic
for the establishment of a QA program and scanner comm
sioning if he or she has limited CT experience. Likewise
the CT-scanner is located in the diagnostic radiology dep
ment, the primary responsibility for the scanner QA re
with the diagnostic physicist. It is then the responsibility
the radiation oncology physicist to assure that the reco
mendations of this task group are implemented by either
agnostic radiology or the radiation oncology physicist or
designate.
276210…Õ2762Õ31Õ$20.00 © 2003 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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Figure 1 shows the place of CT-simulation in the tre
ment planning process. CT-simulation includes the C
scanner and components of treatment planning system
provides input for dose calculation. Therefore, the sub
matter addressed in this document overlaps with the AA
Diagnostic X-Ray Imaging Committee Task Group 214 report
~Specification and acceptance testing of computed tomo
phy scanners; AAPM Report No. 39! and the report of the
AAPM Radiation Therapy Committee Task Group 5315

~Quality assurance for clinical radiotherapy treatment pl
ning!. The aim of the current task group was not to duplic
material presented in the other two reports, but to develo
set of QA guidelines specific to CT-simulation, and
complement the recommendations presented in the other
reports. This document was prepared with the intent tha
would be used in conjunction with the other two repor
When a topic is discussed by the current task group, whic
also addressed in Report No. 39 or the TG53 report,
document provides a description of the QA requirements
the reader is then referred to the report in which this to
was discussed in greater detail. In situations when the o
two reports do not address a topic regarding QA requ
ments for CT-simulation, this document discusses these
quirements. The current report was primarily intended
radiation oncology physicists who may have limited CT e
perience; therefore, the description of QA procedures for
scanners is substantially more extensive than our discus
of CT-simulation software QA. It is expected that the thera
physicist is familiar with the TG53 QA recommendatio
and procedures for testing of treatment planning softwa
Most of the QA procedures presented in this document h
already been described in literature. Whenever possible
refer the reader to appropriate references. A summary of
ommended QA tests, frequencies, and tolerances is prese

FIG. 1. Block diagram showing relevant components of CT-simulation
treatment planning systems.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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in Tables I, II, and III. These tables are intended as an ov
view of topics included in this document and respective r
ommendations.

This report also does not address QA requirements for
scanner nor for software vendors. The QA tasks associ
with the scanner design, simulation software engineer
testing, validation, upgrades, preventive maintenance,
other tasks performed by vendors are numerous and d
significantly among each other and are beyond the scop
this task group. The report also does not address
scanning and related QA procedures for special procedure
radiation oncology like stereotactic radiosurgery or imag
guided brachytherapy. The procedures outlined in the re
are designed primarily for purposes of external beam rad
therapy.

The report refers to several commercially available d
vices. These descriptions are intended to be example
available equipment. This should not be interpreted as
recommendation or endorsement of these products. It is
responsibility of the medical institution and medical phy
cist to research the market when purchasing equipment.

Terminology used in this report is modeled after that us
in other AAPM task group reports:

• Shall or mustare used when the activity is required b
various regulatory agencies,

• Recommendis used when the task group expects th
the procedure should normally be followed as d
scribed. However, there may be instances where o
issues, techniques or priorities could force the mod
cation of the task group recommendation.

• Shouldis used when it is expected that local analysis
the situation may change the way a particular activity
performed.

The tests described in this document address issue
patient, staff, public, and medical center safety. The tests
designed to assure proper equipment and program opera
which is directly related to the quality of patient care. Med
cal physicists and the medical center should make every
fort to implement procedures outlined in this document. W
have tried to design a CT-simulation QA program that
economically feasible and practical and one that should
be unreasonably burdensome to implement. The QA prog
should improve quality and efficiency of the treatment pla

d

its
TABLE I. Test specifications for radiation and patient safety.

Performance
parameter Test objective Frequency Tolerance lim

Shielding survey To verify exposure
levels around the
CT-scanner room

Initially NCRP
recommendations
or applicable
regulatory limits

Patient dose from
CT-scan, CTDI

To verify safe dose
delivered from the
scanner

Annually or after
major CT-scanner
component
replacement

620% of
manufacturer
specifications
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ning process and avoid mistakes costly to both patients
the medical institution.
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I. OVERVIEW

A. CT-simulation process

A CT-simulator consists of a CT-scanner with a flat tab
top, laser patient positioning and marking system~preferably
external lasers!, CT-simulation/3D treatment planning sof
ware, and various hardcopy output devices~Fig. 2!. The CT-
scanner is used to acquire a volumetric CT-scan of a pati
which represents the ‘‘virtual’’ or digital patient. The CT
simulation software provides virtual representations of
geometric capabilities of a treatment machine. This softw
can be a special virtual simulation program or it can be
component of a treatment planning system. Often, C
simulation is referred to as virtual simulation and the tw
terms tend to be used interchangeably. Virtual simulation
used to define any simulation based on software created ‘
tual simulator’’ and a volumetric patient scan. The scan d
not necessarily have to be CT and other imaging modali
can be used. A virtual simulator is a set of software wh
recreates the treatment machine and which allows imp
manipulation, display, and storage of images from CT and
other imaging modalities. CT-simulator components a
their features are described in Secs. II, III, and IV. C
simulation process has been described by sev
authors.1–4,6,9–12,14,16This process and its implementatio
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TABLE II. Test specifications for electromechanical components.a

Performance
parameter Test objective Frequency Tolerance limits

Alignment of gantry
lasers with the
center of imaging
plane

To verify proper
identification of
scan plane with
gantry lasers

Daily 62 mm

Orientation of
gantry lasers with
respect to the
imaging plane

To verify that the
gantry lasers are
parallel and
orthogonal with the
imaging plane over
the full length of
laser projection

Monthly and after
laser adjustments

62 mm over the
length of laser
projection

Spacing of lateral
wall lasers with
respect to lateral
gantry lasers and
scan plane

To verify that lateral
wall lasers are
accurately spaced
from the scan plane.
This distance is used
for patient
localization
marking

Monthly and after
laser adjustments

62 mm

Orientation of wall
lasers with respect
to the imaging plane

To verify that the
wall lasers are
parallel and
orthogonal with the
imaging plane over
the full length of
laser projection

Monthly and after
laser adjustments

62 mm over the
length of laser
projection

Orientation of the
ceiling laser with
respect to the
imaging plane

To verify that the
ceiling laser is
orthogonal with the
imaging plane

Monthly and after
laser adjustments

62 mm over the
length of laser
projection

Orientation of the
CT-scanner tabletop
with respect to the
imaging plane

To verify that the
CT-scanner tabletop
is level and
orthogonal with the
imaging plane

Monthly or when
daily laser QA tests
reveal rotational
problems

62 mm over the
length and width of
the tabletop

Table vertical and
longitudinal motion

To verify that the
table longitudinal
motion according to
digital indicators is
accurate and
reproducible

Monthly 61 mm over the
range of table
motion

Table indexing and
position

To verify table
indexing and
position accuracy
under scanner
control

Annually 61 mm over the
scan range

Gantry tilt accuracy To verify accuracy
of gantry tilt
indicators

Annually 61° over the gantry
tilt range

Gantry tilt position
accuracy

To verify that the
gantry accurately
returns to nominal
position after tilting

Annually 61° or 61 mm from
nominal position

Scan localization To verify accuracy
of scan localization
from pilot images

Annually 61 mm over the
scan range
l. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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TABLE II. ~Continued.!

Performance
parameter Test objective Frequency Tolerance limit

Radiation profile
width

To verify that the
radiation profile
width meets
manufacturer
specification

Annually ~This test
is optional if the CTDI
accuracy has been
verified!

Manufacturer
specifications

Sensitivity profile
width

To verify that the
sensitivity profile
width meets
manufacturer
specification

Semiannually 61 mm of nominal
value

Generator tests To verify proper
operation of the x-
ray generator

After replacement
of major generator
component

Manufacturer
specifications or
Report No. 39
recommendations

aDepending on the goals and prior clinical experience of a particular CT-simulation program, these
frequencies, and tolerances may be modified by the medical physicist.
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vary among institutions. The simulation process design
dependent on available resources~equipment and personnel!,
patient workload, physical layout and location of syste
components, and proximity of team members. T
CT-simulation process can be grouped into three ma
categories:

TABLE III. Test specifications for image performance evaluation.a

Performance
parameter Frequency Tolerance limits

CT number
accuracy

Daily—CT number for
water

For water, 065 HU

Monthly—4 to 5 different
materials
Annually—Electron
density phantom

Image noise Daily Manufacturer
specifications

In plane spatial
integrity

Daily—x or y direction 61 mm
Monthly—both directions

Field uniformity Monthly—most commonly
used kVp

within 65 HU

Annually—other used
kVp settings

Electron density
to CT number
conversion

Annually—or after
scanner calibration

Consistent with
commissioning results
and test phantom
manufacturer
specifications

Spatial resolution Annually Manufacturer
specifications

Contrast resolution Annually Manufacturer
specifications

aDepending on the goals and prior clinical experience of a particular
simulation program, these tests, frequencies, and tolerances may be
fied by the medical physicist.
l. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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1. CT-scan, patient positioning and immobilization

The CT-simulation scan is, in many respects, similar
conventional diagnostic scans. The primary differences
the requirements for patient positioning and immobilizatio
treatment specific scan protocols, often increased scan lim
use of contrast, placement of localization marks on the
tient skin, and some other special considerations. These
discussed in Sec. V.

2. Treatment planning and CT-simulation

Beam placement and treatment design is performed u
virtual simulation software. The simulation typically consis
of contouring of the target and normal structures, placem
of the treatment isocenter and the beams, design of treatm
portal shapes, generation of DRRs2,11 and documentation
Methods for simulating specific treatment sites have b
described by several authors.1,2,4,12,17–19

Contouring: The treatment planning portion of the CT
simulation process begins with target and normal struct

FIG. 2. CT-simulator room drawing showing wall lasers and the overh
sagittal laser.~Courtesy Philips Medical Systems!.
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delineation. Other imaging studies~prior CT, MR, PET! may
be registered~fused! to the CT-scan to provide informatio
for improved target or normal structure delineation.

Treatment isocenter placement:Based on target volume
and treatment area, a treatment isocenter location is ide
fied in the CT study. The isocenter may be placed manua
based on patient anatomy, or the CT-simulation software m
automatically position the isocenter at the centroid of
contoured target volume. Once the isocenter is determine
‘‘marked,’’ this coordinate becomes part of the treatme
plan and may be used as a reference location in subseq
dose calculations. There must be a set of localization ma
on the patient’s skin so that the patient can be accura
repositioned on the treatment machine. The placement o
calization marks may be performed using two different C
simulation methods.

Final isocenter (setup-point) marked during the CT-sca
for this method, the patient is scanned and, while the pat
is still on the CT-scanner couch, the physician with possi
dosimetrist/medical physicist assistance determines the l
tion of the isocenter. The software’s previously mention
ability to define the centroid of the contoured target volu
can be used for this task. During this time, the patient m
remain still on the CT couch in treatment position. The is
center coordinates are then transferred to the scanner
localization marks are accordingly placed on the patient.
the first day of treatment, the patient will be positioned us
these marks on the treatment machine.

This method requires that the physician be available d
ing the CT-scan, and the procedure time is longer. Howe
the marks made for the CT-scan can be used for position
on the treatment machine without any shifts.

A reference point marked during the CT-scan:this method
does not require the radiation oncologist to be available
the CT-scan. Prior to the scan procedure, based on the d
nostic workup studies, the physician instructs the CT-scan
staff where to place a set of reference marks on the pat
For example, ‘‘place localization marks at the level of carin
4 cm left from patient midline, and midplane.’’ The intent
to place these initial marks as close to the final treatm
isocenter as possible. Prior to the CT-scan, the refere
marks are marked on the patient and radio opaque mar
are placed over the skin marks. The radio opaque mar
allow the reference marks to be visible on the CT stu
After the scan, the patient can leave and images are tr
ferred to the virtual simulation workstation. Later, the phy
cian contours target volumes and determines the treatm
isocenter coordinates. Shifts~distances in three directions!
between the initial reference marks and the final treatm
isocenter are then calculated. On the first day of treatmen
on conventional simulator if also available, the patient is fi
aligned to the initial reference marks using the treatment
chine’s lasers and thenshiftedto the CT-simulation isocente
using the calculated shifts. Initial reference marks are t
removed and the isocenter localization marks are placed
the patient.

This method is commonly used when the CT-scanne
not located in the radiation oncology department or when
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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radiation oncologist is not available for the CT-scan. W
proper planning~from diagnostic workup!, the initial marks
can be placed very close to the center of target volume
thus avoiding the need for shifts for the majority of patien

Alternatively, for certain treatment sites, the localizati
marks are placed on a stable anatomical location which
reduce daily setup variations. The second method can
used for stimulation of these treatment sites. The setup m
are placed on a stable anatomical location and then shifts
applied to the treatment isocenter for every treatment.
example, patients with breast cancer can have setup m
placed on sternum rather than on breast tissue.

Placement of the beams and design of treatment port
Based on target geometry, treatment beams are placed
treatment portals designed. CT-simulation data~images, con-
tours, treatment beams! are then communicated to treatme
planning software, which has dose calculation capabilitie

Printing of DRRs and documentation:The final products
of the CT-simulation are DRRs and patient setup instr
tions. Patient setup instructions may include possible sh
from the initial skin localization marks, if final isocente
marking procedures were not used.

3. Treatment setup

On the treatment machine, the patient is setup accord
to instructions created from the CT-simulation software. P
films are acquired and compared with CT-simulation DRR
In some cases, the patient may undergo treatment setup
fication on a conventional simulator prior to the treatme
This can be valuable for treatment sites in the thorax a
abdomen, for example, due to the CT-simulation proce
inability to display breathing motion. In such cases, the p
sician may wish to observe patient breathing on a conv
tional simulator using fluoroscopic imaging, with treatme
blocks in place.

A well-designed CT-simulation process can cause all
these steps to appear relatively seamless, and the durati
the entire process relatively short. Conversely, inadequa
defined procedures and a lack of communication can lea
inefficiencies and treatment errors.

B. Quality assurance program goals

The goals of a CT-simulation QA program are to ass
safe and accurate operation of the CT-simulation process
whole. The QA program design should include tests wh
will assure accurate target and critical structure localizat
and accurate placement of treatment beams with respect
volumetric CT-scan of a patient.

1. Safety of patients, public, and hospital staff

While CT-scanners are generally regarded as ‘‘sa
medical devices they are radiation producing equipment
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as such capable of harming patients, staff, and public.
QA program must assure that radiation levels from the C
scanner are safe, and that they comply with applicable re
latory limits.

2. Accurate target localization and treatment
simulation

For accurate patient treatment planning, the CT-scan
must provide high quality images, with geometrical and s
tial integrity, and with a known CT number~Hounsfield
unit!20 to electron density relationship. The CT-scanner Q
program should include tests to verify that all three of t
above conditions are met. The primary areas of focus for
CT-simulation QA program should be the imaging perfo
mance and geometric accuracy of the CT-scanner, the
metric accuracy and utility of the CT-simulation softwar
accuracy and image quality of DRRs, and accuracy and
tegrity of information transfer between the various treatm
planning and treatment delivery systems. The tests outli
in Secs. II, III, and IV are designed to detect potential err
that can affect accuracy of target and normal structure de
eation and treatment simulation. The suggested frequenc
these tests should ensure that critical problems are dete
in a timely fashion. The tolerance limits for QA tests reco
mended in this report were designed to satisfy accuracy
quirements of conformal radiation therapy. They are in
cordance with AAPM Report No. 39, TG53, and NCR
Report No. 9945 recommendations and have been shown
be achievable in a routine clinical setting. Depending on
goals and prior clinical experience of a particular C
simulation program, these tests, frequencies, and tolera
may be modified by the medical physicist. Radiation thera
procedures which require higher precision~i.e., intensity
modulated radiation therapy! may demand more stringen
tolerance limits and testing frequency. Likewise, QA of C
scanners which are primarily used for less demanding pro
dures can be based on less stringent limits. The modified
program should still ensure that the QA goals and objecti
outlined in this report are satisfied and that the quality
patient care is not compromised.

II. FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF CT EQUIPMENT

A. Overview of a CT-scanner and a virtual
simulation system

A typical CT-scanner consists of an x-ray source, detec
array, patient support table, and computer workstation.
x-ray source and the detector electronics are housed
donut shaped gantry through which the patient’s body is
aged transaxially while lying on the table. The coordinati
of the x-ray generation, table positioning, data acquisit
and processing, and the display of the images are all un
the control of a suite of inter-connected computers. The
lowing is a discussion of major CT-scanner componen
which are especially important in the CT-simulation proce
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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1. X-ray tube

Due to two predominate characteristics of the C
simulation process, the x-ray tube must be designed to w
stand high heat input and have rapid heat dissipation.

(a) Large number of images per study:CT studies for
image based radiation treatment planning and CT-simula
usually involve larger number of images per patient than
diagnostic radiology. As will be discussed later, DRR qual
is dependent on CT slice thickness; therefore, slice thi
nesses of 3 mm to 5 mm are typically used with a possibi
of using even smaller thicknesses with multislice scann
Small slice thickness is also desired to delineate accu
treatment volumes and critical structures. Depending on
treatment site and the length of the scanned volume, t
cally 80 to over 200 images per patient are acquired.

(b) Rapid study acquisition time:Generally, CT-
simulation studies are imaged in a single rapid acquisiti
Rapid scan time minimizes motion artifacts~due to breathing
or patient movement!.

The x-ray tube must have large heat anode loading
heat dissipation capabilities to withstand the very high h
loads associated with the large number of images acquire
a rapid sequence. Heat anode storage is specified in mill
of heat units~MHU!. Anode cooling rate is specified in
MHU per minute ~MHU/min!. CT-scanners should ideall
have an x-ray tube capable of storing 5 MHU or more w
0.5 MHU/min or more cooling rate. Tubes with higher spe
fications are readily available from several manufactur
and will ease the simulation process. A review of CT tu
characteristics was given by Fox.21

2. Collimator and attenuator

Under the x-ray tube, and in the path of the x-ray bea
filters and/or attenuators are used to harden the beam an
limit the dynamic range delivered to the detectors due to
range of thickness at the center and the periphery of
human body. A pre-patient x-ray beam collimator mount
under the x-ray tube port is used to produce a narrow be
of radiation, which is used to ensure one thin slice of t
cross-sectional body anatomy is imaged at any given tim

3. Patient support table

The CT-simulation scanner table must have a flat
similar to radiation therapy treatment machines. Additiona
it should accommodate commercially available registrat
devices, Fig. 3. The registration device allows the pati
immobilization device to be moved from the CT-scanner t
treatment machine in a reproducible manner, as will be d
cussed later.

Even though the general shape of the two tables may
similar, the treatment machine table usually has compon
~‘‘tennis racket,’’ removable panels, table support comp
nents, etc.! which are not reproduced on the simulator tab
These differences can introduce setup errors due to diffe
sag of two tables. Treatment polices and planning target
umes should account for these differences.
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The positioning and movement of the tabletop must
precisely controlled under constant load, this is discusse
Sec. III C 1. The couch weight limit~at least 400 lbs evenly
distributed! and table sag should be comparable to those
medical linear accelerators.13

4. Computer and workstation

Computers are essential components of the CT-scan
Transmission data collected by the CT detectors in its
form bears no resemblance to the final cross-sectional im
The projection data must be processed or ‘‘reconstructe
by the computer before a usable image can be displa
Modern CT-scanners often consist of multiple dedicated
croprocessors that are networked to communicate with e
other to set up the scan parameters, and to coordinate
x-ray production and data acquisition. After the image dat
reconstructed for viewing, a computer workstation also p
vides the means for the analysis of the image data. As
cussed in the OVERVIEW section, to complete a C
simulator unit, virtual simulation software is also required

5. External patient marking Õpositioning lasers

Computed tomography scanners used for CT-simula
are usually equipped with external patient markin
positioning lasers. Figure 2 shows a set of such lasers.
ternal lasers are not required for patient marking and la
located inside the scanner gantry can be used for this pr
dure. However, these lasers can be difficult to use due
small aperture of scanner. Therefore, it is desirable that s
ners which are used for CT-simulation be equipped with
ternal lasers. These lasers can be fixed or mobile. Mo
lasers allow easier marking of patients. It is especially i
portant that the sagittal laser be mobile as CT tables do
move in the lateral direction. Mobile sagittal laser allow
marking away from the patient midline.

B. Conventional and spiral CT

Conventional CT acquires data one slice at a time. A
all projections of a slice are acquired, the table is inc
mented and another slice is acquired. Alternatively, spiral~or
helical! CT, which became available in the late 1980s, allo

FIG. 3. Carbon-fiber CT-simulator couch top with registration device a
use of a registration device.~Courtesy of MED-TEC, Inc, Orange City, IA!.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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data to be acquired while the table translates and the
rotates continuously.22 The path of the tube forms a helica
pattern around the patient, which is different from the set
‘‘stacked rings’’ acquired in so-called conventional CT.
comprehensive review of the spiral CT technology can
found by Kalender.23

Modern CT-scanners are typically capable of acquir
images in both scan modes. Due to faster scan times s
mode is often preferred for CT-simulation scanning. The C
scanner QA program should address image quality test
both scan modes. Kalender24 has discussed the image quali
differences between axial and spiral scanning.

C. Multislice scanners

A recent development in CT technology allows projecti
data from multiple slices to be acquired simultaneously.25–27

Such multi-slice scanners use multiple row of detectors
thez axis. Data from one or several of the detector rows c
be combined for a given data channel.

The primary advantage of multislice scanners is the a
ity to acquire image studies faster than single slice scann
For example, a 4-slice helical CT can provide equivale
image quality at 2 to 3 times the volume coverage speed
single slice helical CT.26 Due to the longer length of image
volume per tube rotation~multiple slices acquired simulta
neously!, the tube heat loading for a particular patient vo
ume is lower for multislice than for single-slice scanne
Faster acquisition times and decreased tube loading of m
tislice scanners~which will allow longer volumes to be
scanned in a single acquisition! can potentially provide an
advantage over single-slice systems for CT-simulation p
poses. Multislice technology can be especially beneficial
simulation of the thorax where breathing artifacts can
minimized. This technology can also be valuable for simu
tion of respiratory-gated treatments.27–30 Multislice scanners
are also capable of acquiring thinner slices which can re
in better quality DRRs.

Image performance of multi slice scanners may be eva
ated by the same methods as conventional CT-scanners31 and
QA procedures discussed in this report may be used.

D. Large bore scanners

Conventional radiation therapy techniques often requ
patients to be in positions that can prevent them from en
ing the 70 cm bore opening found on the majority of C
scanners. As an example, breast treatments where the ip
eral arm is subtended at close to a 90° angle frequently h
difficulty entering the 70 cm bore. Inability to simulate a
patients in a comfortable treatment position due to restric
bore opening has often been cited as one of the weakne
of the CT-simulation process.1,3,12,32At least one manufac-
turer offers a CT-scanner with an 85 cm bore opening,
signed specifically for radiation oncology purposes. T
larger opening allows for greater flexibility in patient pos
tioning and use of immobilization devices. The 85 cm bo
scanner also has increased scan field of view~SFOV!, 60 cm
compared to 48 cm on most 70 cm bore units. Increa

d
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SFOV allows for full visualization of larger patients and im
mobilization devices. This feature is important to fully asse
patient external dimensions which are necessary for radia
treatment planning and monitor unit calculations. The la
bore scanner image quality is generally comparable to 70
units, however, some degradation in high contrast resolu
and image noise have been observed.33

Image performance of large bore scanners may be ev
ated by the same methods as conventional CT-scanne33

and QA procedures discussed in this report are also ap
cable.

E. CT performance parameters

Ever since the availability of the first commercial C
scanner, nearly 25 years ago, the evaluation of CT per
mance has not changed significantly over time. The per
mance parameters being evaluated typically include the x
system calibration, collimator assessment, localization la
alignment, slice width and sensitivity profile, radiation exp
sure and dose, image uniformity and noise, spatial resolut
contrast resolution, CT number calibration and linearity, a
artifact evaluation. For surgical and radiation therapy pl
ning applications, the scanner’s internal calibration accur
for the orientation, dimension, and position of the thre
dimensional object being imaged must also be verified.
tailed discussions on the performance evaluation for acc
tance testing and QA have been published on conventi
and spiral CT14,34–37for multi-slice scanners,31 and for large-
bore scanners.33 With the increasing presence of network
electronic devices and PACS systems, network commun
tion and file compatibility issues among various compu
workstations are additional performance parameters
must be addressed.

III. QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR CT-SCANNERS
USED FOR CT-SIMULATION AND ITS FREQUENCY

For a successful CT-simulation process, the CT-scan
should consistently produce patient images with the high
possible quality and accurate geometrical information. Im
quality directly affects the physician’s ability to define targ
volumes and critical structures, and the spatial integrity
the CT study establishes how accurately radiation can
delivered to target volumes. The CT-scanner evaluation p
cess consists of an evaluation of patient dose from the
scanner, radiation safety, electromechanical components
image quality. Testing procedures and QA devices descr
here are just for illustration purposes. They are intended
describe a general approach to CT-simulation QA. Alter
tive testing methods and phantoms exist and can certainl
used in place of methods described here.

A. CT dosimetry

A primary concern of CT-simulation QA is patient safet
Radiation doses received by radiation therapy patients fro
CT-simulation scan are insignificant in comparison w
treatment dose from primary radiation fields and scatter
leakage radiation38 and scan doses are in general not a s
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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ous concern. However, CT-scanner dosimetry must be a
of initial acceptance testing and periodic scanner QA. C
scanner dosimetry evaluation has been defined by a num
of regulatory agencies, and can be a concern of the J
Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizatio
~JCAHO!. A more detailed description of CT dosimetry
provided in the Appendix B. Recommendations for evalu
tion of CT dosimetry are provided in Table I.

B. Radiation Õpatient safety

Radiation exposure from CT-simulation procedures
hospital employees and the public must be below regula
limits.39 Part of the initial acceptance testing must include
shielding survey. Appendix C includes discussion on rad
tion safety survey and shielding evaluation.

As with other radiation producing devices, CT-scann
are equipped with emergency off switches. CT-scanner em
gency off switches are usually located on the gantry and
the control console. The use of emergency off switches
damage the CT-scanner. These switches should be teste
der conditions which will not harm the scanner.

CT-scanners are typically equipped with connections
door interlocks. The use of door interlocks for CT-simulat
can potentially be harmful for the patient. If the scan is
terrupted during image acquisition, the entire scan may h
to be repeated. This would expose the patient to unneces
radiation. A more troublesome situation would be interru
tion of a scan while the patient is being injected with a co
trast material. Exposure to a person accidentally enterin
CT-scanner room during image acquisition is minimal a
well below regulatory limits. The interruption of a scan a
quisition therefore has a potential to be much more harm
to the patient than beneficial for a person entering the sc
ner room. Therefore, door interlocks should be avoided
CT-simulator installations, unless required by other regu
tions. This recommendation is consistent with the Inter
tional Electromechanical Commission Publication N
60601-2-44 Amendment 1~Medical Electrical Equipment.
Part 2-44: Particular requirements for the safety of x-r
equipment for computed tomography! conclusions.

C. Performance of electromechanical components

Proper operation of electromechanical components can
fect patient safety and the accuracy of CT-simulation p
cess. This portion of the document describes testing of th
components.

1. Patient marking Õpositioning lasers

As previously described, scanners used for CT-simulat
are typically equipped with external lasers. These lasers
used to position the patient in the treatment position assu
that patients are straight and properly rotated. These la
are also used to place positioning marks on patient skin.

Just as the treatment room lasers possess a well-de
and precise spatial relationship to the treatment machine
center, the CT-simulation patient marking lasers must p
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sess a similar relationship to the CT-scanner image ce
Thus, the accuracy of the lasers directly affects the ability
localize treatment volumes relative to patient skin marks
the reproducibly of patient positioning from the CT-scann
to the treatment machine. Accuracy and spatial orientatio
lasers therefore must be comparable to treatment mac
laser accuracy.13 Laser accuracy tolerances depend on
goals of radiation therapy and required accuracy of treatm
procedures. Tolerances recommended in Table II need t
evaluated by individual institutions.

QA goals:CT-scanner patient marking/positioning lase
consist of three separate components: gantry lasers,
mounted lasers~which may be mobile!, and an overhead
mobile sagittal laser~Fig. 2!. The gantry lasers are typicall
mounted on a rotating frame within the gantry. The overhe
gantry laser defines the sagittal and axial planes, while
two lateral gantry lasers identify the coronal and ax
planes. In addition to the gantry lasers, two lateral, or s
lasers are mounted to the walls or rigid stands and pro
lines defining the coronal and axial planes~horizontal and
vertical, respectively!. The vertical wall lasers are mounte
to project at a predefined, fixed distance~usually 500 mm!
away from the imaging plane. Last, an overhead la
projects a laser line defining the sagittal plane. During
CT-simulation process the wall and overhead lasers are
for patient marking.1,2,4,12

The following are performance requirements for C
scanner lasers:

~1! gantry lasers should accurately identify scan pla
within the gantry opening;

~2! gantry lasers should be parallel and orthogonal with
scan plane and should intersect in the center of s
plane;

~3! vertical side-wall lasers should be accurately spa
from imaging plane;

~4! wall lasers should be parallel and orthogonal with t
scan plane, and should intersect at a point which is
incident with the center of the scan plane;

~5! the overhead~sagittal! laser should be orthogonal to th
imaging plane;

~6! the overhead~sagittal! laser movement should be acc
rate, linear, and reproducible.

Tools needed:An alignment tool or a phantom is neede
to assess laser geometry and accuracy. There are sever
signs for scanner laser QA devices. Figure 4 shows an
ample of such a device. This QA device can be used to as
all of the above six performance requirements for scan
lasers. In addition, other geometric and imaging tests can
performed with the device. The device used here is just
illustration purposes and its use is described for testing
other parameters throughout this document. Devices w
similar functionality are commercially available and can a
be used for these tests. In absence of such devices, the m
cal physicist can devise procedures that test same param
or use alternative testing methods.

Test method:A sample laser QA process, step-by-step p
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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cedure, and accompanying form are included in the App
dix D. Parts of this process should be performed daily,
suggested in Table II, and the full procedure should be p
formed monthly or more frequently depending on laser s
bility.

2. Couch and tabletop

Diagnostic CT-scanners are usually equipped with onl
cradle-shaped couch top~the tabletop is cup shaped to co
form to the circular opening of the CT-scanner gantry!. Scan-
ners used for CT-simulation require a flat tabletop similar
the treatment machine’s tabletop geometry. The flat table
can be an insert that fits inside the cradle of the existing ta
or an overlay which is mounted on the top of the cradle~Fig.
3!.

Relative to treatment setup accuracy, the tabletop re
sents a direct connection between the CT-scanner and
treatment machine. Inaccuracies in the scanner tabletop
ometry will translate into poor patient position reproducib
ity on the treatment machine. Additionally, inaccurate ta
indexing can cause image spatial distortions,36 and vertical
and longitudinal movement errors can cause inaccuracie
marking of the patient’s skin relative to the calculated tre
ment isocenter.

QA goals: The following are performance requiremen
for the CT-scanner couch and tabletop:

~1! flat tabletop should be level and orthogonal with resp
to the imaging plane;

FIG. 4. ~a! CT-simulator laser QA device attached to the table top usin
registration bar;~b! diagram of the side view of the device through th
center of two pegs showing holes drilled inside the pegs;~c! diagram of the
top view of the device.
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~2! table vertical and longitudinal motion according to dig
tal indicators should be accurate and reproducible;

~3! table indexing and position under scanner control sho
be accurate;

~4! flat tabletop should not contain any objectionable artif
producing objects~screws, etc.!.

Test method:A sample QA procedure for scanner tab
and rationale for the above listed tests are provided in
Appendix E. Testing frequencies and tolerances are spec
in Table II.

3. Gantry tilt

The majority of CT-scanners are capable of acquir
nonorthogonal CT-scans by tilting the gantry. This feature
useful for acquiring diagnostic images through certain a
tomical structures which are not necessarily parallel with
imaging plane. Scanner tilt is generally not desired in C
simulation. However, as the majority of scanners are cap
of gantry tilt this issue must be addressed in the C
simulation QA program.

QA goals:The digitally indicated angle of the CT-scann
gantry with respect to the nominal vertical imaging plan
should be accurate within61°. For scanner used for CT
simulation, it is most important that the gantry accurat
returns to the nominal vertical scan plane after being tilted
some other angle. This is especially relevant for scanners
are being shared with diagnostic radiology. A dedicated sc
ner may only rarely have its gantry tilted away from t
vertical scan plane. However, a shared scanner may
quently have its gantry tilted for, nonorthogonal, diagnos
scans. As described in Sec. III C 2, the scanner gantry m
be level/orthogonal with respect to the couch tabletop. T
following are requirements for scanner gantry tilt:

~1! the angle of gantry tilt with respect to the nominal ve
tical imaging plane should be accurate;

~2! after the tilt, the gantry should return to the nomin
vertical imaging plane~i.e., orthogonal to the tabletop!.

Tools needed:Ready-pack film, laser QA device from Fig
4, square acrylic or water equivalent plastic sheet from 2
cm thick.

Test method:~1! The angle of gantry tilt with respect t
the nominal vertical imaging plane should be accurate. This
test has been described in detail in Report No. 39~III A 3 !14

and by McCollough.36 A ready-pack film is taped to a squa
acrylic or water-equivalent plastic sheet. The sheet is pla
on its side aligned with the sagittal gantry lasers~orthogonal
to the imaging plane!. The side gantry lasers should interse
in the approximate vertical center of the film. A single sc
with the thinnest available thickness is first acquired w
gantry at 0°. The gantry is then tilted in both directio
~towards and away from the table! and a single scan is ac
quired at both gantry positions. For both gantry angles,
gantry position should be close to the end of the range
motion. The angles between the vertical~nominal gantry po-
sition! exposure and tilted gantry exposures as measu
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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with a protractor on the film should agree within61° of the
digitally indicated gantry angle used for exposure.

~2! After tilt the gantry, the gantry should return to th
nominal vertical imaging plane (i.e., orthogonal to the tabl
top). This test is performed by aligning the laser QA devi
with the gantry lasers and assuring that the device is alig
with the side vertical gantry lasers through the full range
the vertical couch travel. The gantry is then tilted in eith
direction and then returned to the vertical position. T
alignment of the laser QA device with vertical side gan
lasers should remain within 1 mm from the side holes
both pegs. The test should be repeated for tilting the ga
in the opposite direction and returning it to the nominal p
sition.

4. Scan localization from scout image (topogram,
pilot image)

Accurate scan volume and scan location as prescri
from the scout image~topogram, pilot image! is important
for accurate clinical scanning. This feature can be especi
important when performing quantitative measurements
scans of phantoms and dosimetric equipment.

QA goals: The scan volume and scan location as p
scribed from the scout image should be accurate withi
mm. Evaluation of the radiation profile width and sensitivi
profile width has been described in detail in Report No.
~III A 4 ! and by McCollough.35,36

5. Collimation

The majority of CT-scanners collimate the radiation be
in the longitudinal direction distal to the x-ray source~pre-
patient collimation! and also immediately prior to the dete
tor array~post-patient collimation!. The accuracy of both, the
pre- and post-patient collimation can significantly influen
the scan image quality. Additionally, the pre-patient collim
tion has direct influence on patient dose from a CT-scan.
accuracy of the pre-patient collimation is evaluated by m
suring the Radiation Profile Width emerging from the
scanner.14,31,36,40–42The actual width of the imaged slice
which is affected by the post-patient collimation, is assed
measuring theSensitivity Profile Width.14,35,36,39,43If the ra-
diation profile width is wider than indicated, unnecessa
radiation will be delivered to the patient, thus increasing
total dose from the scan. An excessively narrow radiat
profile or sensitivity profile width may cause increased qu
tum noise due to reduced photon count. Excessive sensit
profile width can result in some lose of resolution in t
longitudinal direction.

Evaluation of the radiation profile width and sensitivi
profile width has been described in detail in Report No.
@III A 6 ~a! and III A 6~b!, respectively# and those procedure
are recommended by this report. Manufacturer supplied
formance evaluation phantoms and software routinely h
the capability to evaluate sensitivity profile width. This ut
ity should be included in the periodic QA program. Durin
the scanner commissioning process, the manufactu
supplied performance evaluation phantoms and softw
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must be validated independently.31,33 The manufacturer sen
sitivity profile width test can be validated by comparis
with the test performed according to the Report No. 39 p
cedure.

6. X-ray generator

Similar to other radiographic equipment, proper operat
of a CT-scanner requires that quantity and quality of phot
emitted from the x-ray tube agree with settings programm
on the control console for scan acquisition. Miscalibration
performance errors of the x-ray generator components
result in poor images with readily visible artifacts. The sca
ner software itself is often capable of detecting such err
and aborting scanning. The tests outlined in the Appendi
should be performed during commissioning and then an
ally if desired.

D. Image quality tests

Image quality directly affects the ability to identify an
delineate target volumes and surrounding critical structu
for radiation treatment planning. Suboptimal image qua
may cause the omission of a portion of the target volume
inadvertent delineation of normal structures as target v
umes, therefore, causing serious errors. It is imperative
the image performance of a CT-scanner used for C
simulation be maintained as optimally as possible. The sc
ner QA program should be structured to detect quickly a
identify degradation in imaging performance. Optimal ima
performance for the purposes of the QA program means
the CT-scanner at least meets or exceeds minimal manu
turer specifications. The QA program goals should be
verify that the scanner meets manufacturer specificatio
Due to significant differences in design and imaging ca
bilities of modern CT-scanners, common minimum standa
for image performance indicators for all scanners are
practical. The AAPM Report No. 39 addresses in detail i
age performance tests. Tests and recommendations out
in that report are sufficient for establishment of image p
formance QA for scanners used for CT-simulation. Furth
more, the majority of scanner manufacturers have phant
and software, which are supplied with the CT-scanner, wh
can be used to assess image quality as a part of a QA
gram. Although, the primary purpose of these vendor s
plied phantoms is for scanner calibration and automa
baseline performance evaluation it is reasonable to ass
that they can be used for periodic scanner performa
evaluation. The validity of CT-scanner manufacturer su
plied phantoms and software must be verified against in
pendent test methods or phantoms before they can be
for routine QA. During the initial acceptance testing a
commissioning, tests should be performed with both, ma
facturer phantom and independent test methods.33 Portions of
this validation should be repeated during the annual sca
QA. Commercial CT performance phantoms are well sui
for independent verification of manufacturer supplied ph
toms and performance evaluation software. Image qua
tests outlined below are in order as they are presente
Report No. 39.
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1. Random uncertainty in pixel value (noise)

Ideally, a CT-scan of a uniform phantom would have u
form pixel values~CT numbers! throughout the phantom im
age. In reality, the CT numbers in an image of a homogen
phantom are not uniform. The variation in pixel intensiti
has random and systematic components. The random c
ponent of image nonuniformity is noise. The standard dev
tion of pixel values in a region of interest~ROI! within a
uniform phantom is an indication of image noise. The no
can be expressed in terms of standard deviation of the
numbers in Hounsfield units~HU! or as a percent of the
linear attenuation coefficient of water (mw) and corrected for
the scanner contrast scale:14,44

Noise5
d•CS•100%

mw
, ~1!

whered is the standard deviation of CT numbers within t
region of interest; CS is the contrast scale defined as
5(mm2mw/CTm2CTw ), wheremm and mw are the linear
attenuation coefficients for the subject material and wa
respectively, and CTm and CTw are the measured CT num
bers for the subject material and water, respectively.

Image noise determines the lower limit of subject contr
that can be distinguished by the observer~physician, dosim-
etrist, etc.!. The more uniform the background containing
low contrast object, the greater its contrast with that ba
ground. Theoretically, minimal noise images should incre
normal structure and target delineation accuracy.

Noise is very a sensitive parameter to the overall imag
performance of the scanner, and can usually be performe
conjunction with uniformity tests~next section!. We recom-
mend that noise be evaluated daily.

QA goals:The QA program should verify that the scann
noise meets or exceeds manufacturer specifications. Sca
noise should be evaluated daily as outlined in Table III.

Tools needed:Head and body water phantoms~manufac-
turer provided phantoms are adequate for this purpose! or
commercially available phantoms.

Test method:Noise measurements should be performed
outlined in Report No. 39~III B 1 !. Alternatively, the manu-
facturer performance phantom and software may be use
measure noise.

2. Systematic uncertainty—field uniformity

Image artifacts due to equipment design, beam-harden
or image reconstruction software can manifest themselve
systematic CT number~HU! variations. Scanning a uniform
phantom and sampling mean HU values for ROIs of fix
areas throughout the phantom can quantify the presenc
systematic variations. This process is referred to as a fi
uniformity test. Report No. 39~III B 2 ! provides a detailed
discussion of various causes of field non-uniformity, a
measurement procedures. As described below, a water
which is used to verify CT number accuracy and field u
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formity should be acquired monthly for the most common
used kVp and annually for other kVp settings with toleran
of 65 HU.

QA goals:CT images should be free of systematic ar
facts, and an image of a uniform phantom should have u
form appearance without streaking and artifacts. The dif
ence in the mean HU values for ROIs sampled througho
uniform phantom should be within 10 HU. Due to the sim
plicity of this test and its ability to reveal major system ma
functions, field uniformity tests should be performed da
for the most frequently used scan kVp and monthly for ot
kVp values.

Tools needed:Typically, a body and a head phantom a
used~32 cm and 16 cm diameter water-filled cylinders!. The
manufacturer-supplied phantom should contain both of th
sections.

Test method:Field uniformity measurements should b
performed as outlined in Report No. 39~III B 2 !. Alterna-
tively, the manufacturer performance phantom and softw
can be used to perform this test.

Both the procedure described in Report No. 39 and ma
facturer test procedures require the uniformity phantom to
centered in the scan plane. This is indeed appropriate
diagnostic CT-scanners, as the vast majority of patients
placed in that location for clinical scanning. CT-simulatio
scans frequently require the anatomical area of interest t
placed away from the center of the scan field. For exam
breast patients are typically placed to the side of the s
field to allow the ipsilateral arm to pass through the scan
opening.19 Therefore, field uniformity for the scanner use
for CT-simulation should be evaluated with the phanto
placed in the center of scan field and also with the phan
displaced towards the edge of the field. For daily tests,
phantom should be centered. For monthly tests, the phan
can be shifted. The manufacturer stated uniformity specifi
tions only apply to centered phantoms. When the phantom
shifted, it may not be possible to maintain manufacturer u
formity specifications. Therefore, the baseline values m
sured at the time of scanner installation should be used
uniformity evaluation with the shifted phantom. The eva
ated area should be meaningful with respect to the size o
scan field.

Image artifacts visible on patient images may not alwa
be visible on phantom images. A scanner image reconst
tion algorithm is designed to compensate for certain im
artifacts. Often, this software does a very good job for ph
tom images as these are used in the software developm
The software may not perform as well when scanning cer
body areas, and can actually introduce artifacts. Patient
ages should also viewed for artifacts due to field no
uniformity.

3. Quantitative CT

Typically, images acquired by the scanner used for C
simulation will be used for dose distribution calculation
The majority of modern treatment planning systems can p
form density-corrected dose calculations. These calculat
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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typically rely on relative physical or electron density~num-
ber of electrons per unit volume! information contained in
the CT images. This information is obtained from CT imag
using a density to CT number conversion. This relations
is typically scanner dependent. If multiple scanners and s
energies are used to provide treatment-planning images,
sity to CT number relationship for all scanners should
evaluated for consistency. Part of the periodic CT-simulat
QA program should be an evaluation of CT number accur
and density to CT number relationship.

Each CT image is a two-dimensional matrix of CT num
bers corresponding to mean linear attenuation coefficient
the material in each voxel.20 Scanner software has too
which will report the mean CT numbers for the region
interest in a CT image. The measured mean CT number f
given material should correspond to a value calculated ba
on the mean linear attenuation coefficient for the given m
terial and water at specific beam energy. However, this r
tionship depends on scanner performance and calibration
should be verified experimentally.

When density-corrected dose calculations are used
treatment planning, incorrect CT number to density relatio
ship can cause dose calculation errors. This was discuss
more detail by TG53.15

QA goals:The QA program should include verification o
CT number accuracy~measured CT numbers should agr
with their theoretical values!. The National Council on Ra-
diation Protection and Measurements~NCRP! Report No.
9945 has discussed tolerances for CT number accuracy. In
absence of manufacturer specifications, NCRP report rec
mendations can be used as tolerance limits. CT number
curacy should be verified daily at least for water. Accura
for three to five additional materials should be verifi
monthly and after scanner recalibration or major compon
replacement. The manufacturer phantom or electron den
phantom can be used for this task.

Furthermore, the density to CT number conversion re
tionship should be determined during initial scanner comm
sioning and verified at least annually. Commercially ava
able electron density phantoms can be used for this t
These phantoms often consists of a water-equivalent pla
disk approximating the size of an average pelvis with ho
in the disk to hold interchangeable rods made of vario
tissue and water simulating materials. Since CT images
theoretically cover a 16-bit range of values, planning so
ware should be checked for compatibility in handling ve
low negative and very high positive numbers. Some tre
ment planning systems have created calculation errors w
such numbers were associated with the treatment plan
study set.

Test method:This procedure is performed with a densi
phantom and is similar to the test for evaluation of fie
uniformity. After scanning the uniform section of the man
facturer phantom, the ROI tool is used to measure the m
CT number for water. This value should be within an acce
able tolerance~usually 0 HU65!. For monthly tests, this
procedure is repeated with a phantom that contains mult
objects of known composition. The phantom is scanned
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FIG. 5. Image performance evaluation phantom:~a!
line-pair section,~b! MTF section, ~c! low contrast
resolution section.
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the ROI tool is used to evaluate the mean CT number
each of the materials. The numbers should be consistent
theoretical and baseline values, measured at the time of c
missioning.

For density to CT number conversion measurement
phantom with several objects of known composition
needed. The ROI tool is again used to measure the mean
number for each material. These numbers can be plotted
compared with commissioning data.

4. Spatial integrity

Radiation treatment planning relies on accurate reprod
tion of true patient dimensions and shape in CT images;
includes external skin contour and internal organs. Im
distortions can potentially cause dosimetric errors by caus
delivery of inappropriate radiation doses or treatment of
wrong area. Therefore, spatial integrity should be verified
a part of the CT-scanner QA program.

QA goals:CT-simulation images should accurately repr
duce true patient anatomy within61 mm without spatial
distortions in the entire scan field. This should be verified
both head and body scan protocols using a phantom
known dimensions.

5. Spatial resolution

Spatial resolution is a common parameter used for ev
ation of imaging systems. It characterizes the imaging s
tem’s ability to distinguish between two very small objec
placed closely together. Spatial resolution measurements
performed with objects which have a high contrast~contrast
difference of 12% or greater! from uniform background.20

Spatial resolution is frequently referred to ashigh contrast
resolution. High contrast resolution is a function of blurrin
present in a CT image.14,20 High contrast resolution is mos
commonly measured using either a resolution pattern~line
pair phantom with a range of spatial frequencies!, or by the
modulation transfer function~MTF! method. Physical prop
erties, measurement techniques and evaluation of resolu
pattern and MTF have been described in detail in
literature.14,31,33,35,46–52CT image of a line pair phantom i
shown in Fig. 5~a!. The line pair pattern in Fig. 5~a! ranges in
frequency from 1 lp/cm to 21 lp/cm. Fig. 5~b! shows a CT
image of a phantom which contains a high-density, tungs
carbide bead which is used to create an impulse, or p
source, from which the MTF can be calculated. Manufact
ers often specify the limiting spatial resolution at the 5%
lower point on the MTF curve. The limiting spatial resol
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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tion ~lp/cm! measured with MTF, and specified at the 5
value, is typically higher than the resolution that can be o
served with a line pair phantom. Therefore, spatial resolut
measured with a line pair phantom may not always m
manufacturer specifications. To verify the manufacture
specification, the scanner MTF should be measured.
manufacturer supplied performance phantom and softw
should be capable of measuring MTF. Spatial resolut
measured with the manufacturer phantom should be inde
dently verified as described in Report No. 39@III B 3 ~a!#. At
the same time a baseline measurement with a line pair p
tom may be obtained, which can then be used as a refer
for periodic QA measurements.33,53

Spatial resolution is a fundamental indicator of the sc
ner’s imaging capabilities. The CT-scanners used for C
simulation should be able to image and differentiate sm
details in patient anatomy, as well as any implanted obje
For example, CT-scanners are often used to image p
brachytherapy-implant prostate patients and image resolu
should be capable of distinguishing seeds located clo
together.54

QA goals:The scanner should meet manufacturer spe
fied spatial resolution performance. The spatial resolut
should be evaluated monthly~Table III!.

Tools: Manufacturer phantom, line pair phantom, or
commercial CT performance phantom.

Test method:As outlined in the AAPM Report No. 39.

6. Contrast resolution

Contrast resolution can be defined as the CT-scann
ability to distinguish relatively large objects which diffe
only slightly in density from background.20 Contrast resolu-
tion is often referred to aslow contrast resolution. Low con-
trast resolution is typically evaluated with a phantom th
contains low contrast objects of varying sizes.14,20,31,33–36

Also multiple sets of objects of different contrasts can
contained in the phantom. The phantom imaged in Fig. 5~c!
contains three sets of cylindrical rods of various diamet
and contrast levels to measure low contrast performance.
rod diameters at each contrast level are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
10, and 15 with nominal contrast levels of 0.3%, 0.5%, a
1%.

QA goals:Quality assurance should demonstrate that
CT-scanner meets or exceeds manufacturer specification
low contrast resolution. This can be evaluated using a co
mercially available, low contrast phantom. The manufact
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er’s performance phantom and software may also be use
this task, providing that its measurements are independe
verified.

Tools:Commercial low contrast phantom or manufactu
performance phantom.

Test method:As outlined in the AAPM Report No. 39
@III B 3 ~b!#.

IV. QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR CT-SIMULATION
SOFTWARE AND ITS FREQUENCY

CT-simulation is a geometric simulation process that p
vides beam arrangements and treatment fields without
dosimetric information. For this process to be success
accurate beam geometry information should be maintaine
the software and accurate patient geometry should be
plied. Since the core of CT-simulation is the processing
patient images in the virtual simulation software, the ac
racy and integrity of that software should be a prime cons
eration. The CT-simulation software accuracy should be v
fied during alpha and beta testing by the manufactu
however, when it is released, it should be tested clinically
the therapy physicist. A list of test parameters was publis
by McGee and Das.55 The AAPM TG53 report15 also ad-
dresses in detail commissioning, acceptance testing, and
riodic QA of clinical radiation treatment planning system
Chapter 3 of that report discusses testing of nondosime
aspects of treatment planning features. The majority of th
tests are related to CT-simulation software. The current t
group fully endorses the recommendations of the AAP
TG53 for QA of treatment planning systems and we reco
mend that procedures outlined in that report be implemen
as a part of the CT-simulation QA program. Therefore,
list here only a partial list of CT-simulation software functio
tests and refer the reader to the TG53 report for deta
descriptions.

Quality assurance of CT-simulation software can be s
plified with the use of appropriate phantoms. These ph
toms allow evaluation of imaging and geometric accuracy
CT-simulation software. Craiget al.56 and McGeeet al.53

have describedsuch phantoms. One such phantom is sh
in Fig. 6. The QA program should include verification of th
following CT-simulation software features:

A. Spatial Õgeometry accuracy tests

1. Image input test

These tests should verify that images transferred from
CT-simulation scanner or other scanners~CT, MRI, PET!
have correct image geometry~e.g., pixel size, spatial fidelity
slice thickness and spacing!, image orientation~e.g., prone/
supine, head-foot orientation, and left–right orientatio!,
scan text information, and grayscale values. These obj
are transferred on most modern systems usingDigital Image
Communications in Medicine~DICOM! standard.57 DICOM
is a standard for representing and exchanging medical im
ing data. The image transfer test should include verificat
of proper transfer and processing of DICOM objects.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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Correct image orientation is always a concern when
ages are transferred between treatment planning syst
This is especially true when images contain symme
anatomy which does not indicate patients right or left side
if there is a concern if the patient was scanned with head
feet towards the gantry. It is often desirable to have a la
mark in the CT image that indicates patient geometry. T
thin aluminum wires can be taped on the bottom of the C
scanner tabletop to indicate patient orientation in CT imag
The wires should be taped on the left or right side of t
tabletop and along its entire length. The two wires sho
also form the letter ‘‘V’’ which is pointing towards the gan
try. The letter ‘‘V’’ indicates patient’s scan orientation~Head/
Feet first!. The wires should be small enough to avoid ima
artifacts. The right side of image in Fig. 8~a! contains such
wires.

2. Structure delineation

Tables 3-4 and 3-5 in the TG53 report list tests related
anatomical structures and contouring. Anatomical conto
are one of the building blocks of conformal radiation thera
and errors associated with manipulation and processing
contours can cause potentially serious dosimetric errors.

3. Multimodality image registration

Treatment planning process is increasingly dependan
input from several imaging modalities. As previously di
cussed, MRI and PET have much to offer in identification
target volumes and other structures. Image registration is
ten part of CT-simulation process and proper operation
software and image transfer must be verified. Image regis
tion can be a complicated process and TG53 recomme
that AAPM form another task group specifically charged
develop a report on the use and QA of dataset registra
techniques. Muticet al.58 have described a phantom and pr
cess for QA of image registration.

4. Machine definition

Another important CT-simulation software feature is t
ability to create virtual treatment machines. The descripti
limits, and readouts of virtual machines have to correspo
with actual treatment machines and must be machine t
specific. Tables 3-9, 3-10, 3-11, 3-12, 3-13, and 3-14 in
TG53 report provide detailed lists of machine paramet
and appropriate tests. Some of the tests listed in these ta
are related to dose calculation and do not apply to C
simulation. Machine definition also includes verification
the virtual machine’s geometric resolution and accuracy. I
reasonable to expect that geometric accuracy of a vir
treatment machine is better than that of a real machine.

Collimator simulation:Collimator geometrical accurac
should be similar to a treatment machine. The field size
curacy provided by CT-scanner should be within61 mm for
the entire range of field sizes. This accuracy should also
the same for collimators with MLC. The CT-simulation sof
ware should provide the capability of independent jaws a
various MLC design. The user should verify proper ope
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FIG. 6. A quality assurance phantom for three-dimensional radiation treatment planning.
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tion, size, limits, and features of a virtual MLC and compa
them with real MLC properties. Additional descriptions
various MLCs can be found in the literature.59–67

Collimator rotation should be within61° over full rota-
tion ~360°!. Accuracy of jaw positions at various collimato
angles should be tested. Comprehensive evaluation shou
at a minimum interval of 45°.

Gantry rotation: Gantry rotation should be accurate
within 61°. Combined functionality of the gantry and coll
mator should be tested at multiple positions. A standard c
vention for specifying gantry angle, collimator angle, tab
angle, MLC orientation, and patient orientation is still des
able. As specified in the TG53 report, these conventions m
agree between CT-simulation software and the treatment
chine. Errors in machine configuration can cause signific
difficulties in patient treatment. Virtual treatment machin
can typically be assigned limits to motion, but in certa
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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situations, the simulation software may not be able to acc
specific treatment machine configuration. This is primar
due to the fact that software vendors can not predict all p
sible combinations of orientations for treatment machines
this situation, the treatment setup documentation created
the simulation software will not agree with the actual tre
ment parameters and this may be unavoidable. The
simulation QA program should include steps to verify th
the printed documentation is properly corrected and t
treatments are implemented correctly.

Patient support assembly (PSA) simulation:Virtual simu-
lation should provide the PSA movement and rotation fu
tionality. An advantage of CT-simulation is that it can sim
late and provide DRRs at angles which are not possible
simulate with conventional simulators.68 The PSA rotation
should be accurate to within61°, which is commonly rec-
ommended for conventional simulators. Once again g
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metrical accuracy must be tested with the combination
collimator and gantry rotation.

5. Isocenter calculation and movement

A part of the patient CT-simulation scan is identificatio
of the treatment isocenter and placing of the correspond
localization marks on the patient’s skin. As described in
overview of the CT-simulation process, once the patien
scanned the physician contours target volumes and sim
tion software calculates the treatment isocenter coordin
based on those target volumes. The calculated or physi
selected isocenter coordinates are then used to move the
scanner table and the overhead laser to mark the patient
accuracy of the isocenter calculation and shift instructio
must be verified. This should be performed with a variety
target shapes~e.g., sphere, cylinder!.

Often, when abutting beams are used for patient treatm
or when multiple treatment sites are treated, there are m
tiple treatment isocenters. The software then creates a s
instructions on how to shift from the initial isocenter to oth
locations. The accuracy of these instructions must be veri
in all three directions.

This also applies when the treatment isocenter is
marked during the CT-scan but only a set of initial referen
marks is placed on patient’s skin. In this situation, during
virtual simulation the software will calculate shifts from th
initial reference to the treatment isocenter. These shifts
be used to setup the patient on the treatment machine.

6. Image reconstruction

Multiplanar and 3D image reconstruction is another s
nificant component of CT-simulation software. These vie
are used to aid and evaluate beam placement and block
sign. Simulation software uses data in native axial image
create reconstructions in arbitrary planes and various
views. Typically, multiple views are displayed simult
neously. The tests should verify that the software accura
reconstructs these displays and that beam and block pro
tion on these views is accurate. The tests should include
of various geometrical shapes~square, rectangle, circle, e
lipse! of different dimensions. The accuracy in drawn co
tours at any point should be within61 mm.

B. Evaluation of digitally reconstructed radiographs
„DRRs…

One of the final products of a CT-simulation process i
set of DRRs which is used for the verification of patie
positioning on the treatment machine. The quality and ac
racy of these images affect the physician’s ability to ver
patient setup. Poor quality DRRs may not allow adequ
verification of patient positioning due to the inability to v
sualize anatomical details and geometrically inaccur
DRRs will cause errors in patient setup and treatment du
positioning errors.

McGee et al.53 described a phantom designed for th
task. The phantom consists of a 15 cm3 polystyrene block
with four test patterns to evaluate contrast resolution, spa
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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resolution, ray line divergence accuracy, and spatial integ
Phantom described by Craiget al.56 can be used for geomet
ric accuracy evaluation of DRRs.

1. Spatial and contrast resolution

It is generally understood that smaller slice thickness a
spacing produces better spatial resolution DRRs. McG
et al.53 reported that contrast resolution is affected by t
image reconstruction area~field of view!. Initial commis-
sioning of CT-simulation software should include evaluati
of DRR input parameters and possibilities for image qua
improvement. It is difficult to specify tolerance limits fo
DRR spatial and contrast resolution. These are not routin
specified by the software manufacturer, references are sc
in literature, and image quality depends on many facto
Therefore, it may not be practical to initially determine if th
system is operating correctly. A reasonable QA test would
to scan a phantom which is similar to that of McGeeet al.53

during the CT-scanner and simulation software commissi
ing and create baseline DRRs. The scan parameters and
settings should be recorded with the film. Upon replacem
of major scanner components, DRR output device~film
printer or plotter!, and more importantly simulation softwar
upgrades, this process can be repeated to verify image
formance consistency.

2. Geometric and spatial accuracy

Systematic or random geometrical errors associated w
DRR generation can easily translate into treatment err
Small DRR magnification errors~2–5 %!, may result in sys-
tematic errors in block manufacturing which may cause s
tematic treatment of smaller or larger areas than intend
These errors can have dosimetric consequences, but du
small magnitude may not be detected by the physician.
majority of treatments distances are between 70 cm and
cm SSD, therefore, film magnification should be tested
tween these limits. Magnification should be within61 mm
of expected. Spatial errors~e.g., collimator, table rotation
incorrect jaw setting, etc.! can also cause errors which ma
not be detected from patient port films. The QA for the C
simulation process should include evaluation of DRR g
metric errors.

3. Hardcopy quality

Performance of the DRR output device should also
periodically evaluated. Printing of standard test patterns
comparison with baseline data can reveal potential proble

C. Periodic quality assurance testing

Recommendations for periodic QA testing of treatme
planning systems have been provided in chapter five of
TG53 report. The current task group endorses those rec
mendations for periodic QA of simulation software. Period
QA should include a weekly review of any software erro
problems, and unusual occurrences with the simulation te
members. The extent and frequency of treatment plann
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TABLE IV. An example of abbreviated protocol for CT-simulation of patients with lung cancer.

SITE
Patient
position Immobilization Setup Protocol

Slice
~mm!

Index
~mm! Scan limits Contrast Special instructions

LUNG Supine.
Chin
extended.
Arms above
head,
folded, may
rest on 5 cm
or 7 cm
sponge

Alpha cradle registered
to table with
registration device.

Init. Ref. at
carina and
midplane or
per MD
instructions
on Sim
sheet.

ONC MED/LG
THORAX 535

5 5 Chin to lung apex 125 ml
Optiray 320
and/or
2 table
spoons
Esophocat

CAX drawn on
patient’s anterior and
lateral surfaces. Per
MD the CAX can be
placed mid depth and
midplane at highest
level of thorax.
Contrast given just
before the scan. Start
scanning after 1/2
contrast in.

ONC MED/LG
THORAX 333

3 3 Through target
and CAX, most
of lung

ONC MED/LG
THORAX 535

5 5 Through rest
of the lung

ONC MED/LG
THORAX 838

8 8 Top of kidneys or
per MD request
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software tests depend on the complexity and reliability of
software and the local clinical practice. It is recommend
that extended testing~a subset of commissioning tests! be
performed after installation of simulation software upgrad
After the CT-scanner software upgrade, a smaller set of
age related tests should be performed on the CT-simula
software in addition to tests performed on the scanner.

Daily clinical operation should include a formal review
CT-simulation plans with a specific set of parameters to
reviewed.13 This review should be designed to detect err
associated with CT-simulation software. Often these revie
reveal errors in a timely fashion.

V. EVALUATION OF THE CT-SIMULATION
PROCESS

Once the individual components of a CT-simulation s
tem are evaluated, it is necessary to look at the entire si
lation process and evaluate its functionality. Tasks perform
in one step can affect accuracy of later steps and this
only be evaluated by testing the whole process. The sim
tion process QA has two primary areas of concern:(1) Evalu-
ation of the system functionality and (2) Data transfer tes.
Both areas and the QA aspects of each are addressed in
section.

A. Overall process tests

As described in Sec. I, the CT-simulation process cons
of multiple steps. Often, to test the CT-simulation proces
geometric phantom is scanned and treatment planning is
formed on the phantom. Phantoms described in Sec. IV53,56

are well suited for this purpose. Additionally, several oth
phantoms are commercially available. Appendix G provid
a list of steps for evaluation of the overall process. The
may reveal systematic errors or incompatibilities in the tre
ment planning process. This is a very useful test during
tial implementation of the CT-simulation program and w
recommend that commissioning includes such testing.

A component of every CT-simulation QA program
planning of individual patient treatments. Each patient tre
ment plan and treatment has the potential to demons
errors associated with simulation hardware and software
the overall simulation process. The QA program should
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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designed to include formal mechanism for reporting of
rors, problems, and disagreements between treatment p
and actual patient treatments. This process can often re
errors that are not included in the periodic QA program
problems that have not been considered in the past. The
sponse to these errors should include communication
tween treatment team members about error source and
rective actions.

The CT-simulation program should include written proc
dures. Whenever possible, these procedures should ide
sources of possible errors and suggest preventive meas
The procedures should be reviewed annually. Annual rev
of the CT-simulation program should include evaluation
past errors and efficacy of corrective measures. All memb
of the treatment planning team should be familiar with th
document. Procedures and protocols within a departmen
leviate the constant questioning of how to setup and acq
data for a patient with a particular site of disease. Establ
ing procedures and protocols is the first step to concise
simulation. Procedures should be treatment site specific
include scan protocols with patient setup and immobiliz
tion, scan protocol, scan limits, contrast, special instructio
and possible beam arrangements. Table IV shows an ab
viated protocol for CT-simulation of patients with lung ca
cer. The following are some of the items that should be
dressed in the procedure manual.

Patient positioning and immobilization:The success of
conformal radiation therapy process begins with proper se
and immobilization. Positioning should be as comfortable
possible. Patients who are uncomfortable typically have p
treatment setup reproducibility. Patient setup design sho
consider location of critical structures and target volum
patient overall health and flexibility, possible implants a
anatomic anomalies, and available immobilization devic
Immobilization devices tremendously improve reproducib
ity and rigidity of the setup. Treatment devices should
evaluated to assess whether they are appropriate for a
ticular treatment site and how well they perform that ta
Evaluation of an immobilization device should includ
whether the patient is comfortable and well immobiliz
through the entire course of therapy. Immobilization a
treatment devices should not produce image artifacts and
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tortions. Immobilization performs two tasks:~1! Conforms to
the patient’s contours in a manner that allows minimal mo
ment and~2! registers patient to the simulation/treatme
table so treatment position can be easily and accurately
produced. With use of an immobilization device that is re
istered to the table, the record and verify system can mon
treatment table coordinates with tight tolerance limits. Est
lishing a good immobilization protocol for each treatme
site is the first step in assuring preciseness of a
simulation process.

The simulation procedures should include instructions
patient positioning. For example, depending on the tar
area of the brain the head can be extended, in the ne
position, rotated or the chin can be tucked. If this is n
specified, patient position may be suboptimal and scan m
have to be repeated. It is physician’s responsibility to prov
instructions for proper patient positioning.

Scan limits:Scan limits should be specified by the phy
cian and should encompass volume long enough to cr
DRRs with enough anatomical information. The scan volu
should be at least 5 cm or greater in the superior and infe
direction from the anticipated treatment volumes, longer v
umes may be necessary for special situations~e.g., noncopla-
nar beams, vertex beams, etc.!.

Scan protocol:The CT-scan parameters should be d
signed to optimize both axial and DRR imag
quality.2,3,11,20,53,69,70The parameters influencing axial an
DRR image quality include: kVp, mAs, slice thickness, sli
spacing, spiral pitch, algorithms, scanned volume, total s
time, and field of view ~FOV!.11,14,20,23,31,33,34,36,53,68,69,7

Modern scanners come with preset protocols. Often, th
may include ‘‘oncology’’ protocols which are designed f
the CT-simulation process. Preset protocols should be
viewed by the local facility. The scan protocols should
reviewed at least annually for integrity, adequacy, and p
sible improvements.

Contrast:The use of contrast may be necessary for cer
sites to better evaluate organs and tissue. Certain con
materials that may have been used in conventional sim
tion may produce too many artifacts on the CT. F
heterogeneity-based calculations, contrast can cause
distribution errors due to artificial CT numbers and cor
sponding tissue densities. Contrast use should be revie
with physicians periodically.

Special considerations and instructions:Each treatment
site has unique considerations. These should be specifie
CT-simulation procedures. Special considerations inclu
individual physician preferences, wiring of surgical scars
identification on CT images, scanning of patients with pa
makers and other implants, scanning of pediatric patie
patients under anesthesia, etc. A communication chain
responsibilities should be established for new problems
scans of patients with special needs.

Data acquisition:During the actual scanning of the pa
tient it is important to observe and evaluate any voluntary
extreme involuntary movement such as the rise and fal
the chest. Unlike conventional simulation where the use
able to watch the motion of the patient under fluorosco
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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and therefore make some clinical decisions based on
movement, CT-simulation is a snapshot of anatomy. The
tient should be relaxed and comfortable to improve da
treatment reproducibility.

Localization/marking:Localization begins once the dat
set has been acquired and transferred to the virtual sim
tion workstation. Isocenter can be placed based on the lo
tion of bony landmarks or based on structure centering.
tial observations regarding data transfer should inclu
patient orientation, image indexing, and FOV. Two things a
imperative in localization:~1! the isocenter localized in the
software must coincide with the isocenter marked on the
tient and~2! tissue delineation is accurate and representa
of the structure~i.e., the area outlined on the CT equals t
actual area of the structure!. System tests described in Se
III C 1 ensure that the lasers are aligned. The transfer of
center coordinates from the simulation workstation to the
couch should also be evaluated for accuracy. Once the
couch has been moved the lasers should represent the
isocenter as localized on the workstation.

Patient marking is also a key issue in QA for C
simulation. Along with well-designed immobilization, goo
laser marking on the patient’s skin improves the patient
sitioning reproducibility. Long laser lines drawn on the p
tient’s skin can establish the appropriate plane of treatm
and minimize patient rotation and angulation on a day to d
basis. It is not sufficient to only mark three small crosses
the patient’s skin~one anterior or posterior and two laterals!.

Virtual simulation: Once the isocenter has been mark
on the patient, the patient may leave and virtual simulat
can begin. This entails creating beams, placing blocks/ML
and shifting isocenter while viewing the patient’s imag
anatomy. All nondosimetric beam parameters should
tested as recommended by the TG53 and described in
IV.

DRR and setup documentation:DRRs and setup docu
mentation should always be inspected for accuracy and c
sistency. They should include correct patient informatio
correct treatment machine data, and correct treatment s
parameters. Any discrepancies should be evaluated for
tematic errors.

B. Data transfer tests

Modern radiation treatment planning process involv
multiple treatment planning computers often located on d
ferent networks. CT-simulation process requires accu
transfer of images~CT, MRI, PET, US!, image related data
structures, interest points~isocenter, setup point!, treatment
beams, blocks and MLCs, DRRs, patient treatment setup
formation, and other parameters. Changes in configura
~software or hardware upgrades! of any scanner, computer
or network associated with the CT-simulation have a v
strong potential of disturbing the process and introduc
errors. Prior to upgrading or modifying any of the comp
nents, there should be a communication about which proc
may be disturbed and appropriate arrangements shoul
made. These include backup and relocation of data
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scheduled interruption of service. Chapter 7 of the TG
report discusses in detail issues related to manageme
treatment planning systems and networks. The CT-simula
QA program should identify individuals responsible for sy
tem management and should include tests for verification
proper communication after system modifications.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This task group report addresses quality assurance pro
for CT-simulation. The QA program described in this rep
is designed to improve accuracy of patient treatments
efficiency of the treatment planning process. Implementa
of these recommendations will depend on circumstance
individual institutions. The basic principles presented in t
document should be preserved whenever possible.

As with other components of radiation treatment plann
and delivery, CT-simulation is a constantly evolving proce
CT-scanners and virtual simulation software are continu
being improved and new devices are being developed.
QA process described in this document provides a foun
tion for establishment of a CT-simulation QA program. Th
program should evolve and adapt as the device used for
simulation process change. The modified QA program sho
continue to ensure accurate and efficient delivery of radia
therapy.

APPENDIX A: INFORMATION FOR HOSPITAL
ADMINISTRATION

1. Information for radiation oncology administration

Radiation oncology is reaching new pinnacles with co
tinued advancement in treatment planning, delivery and v
fications in several areas including volumetric imaging, o
timized 3D dose calculations and display, comput
controlled treatment delivery equipment, and onli
treatment verification. Volume imaging with CT and ma
netic resonance imaging~MRI!, functional imaging with
positron emission tomography~PET! scanning, interimage
and intraimage registration, and automatic image segme
tion tools have enhanced our ability to define target volum
and critical structures with improved accuracy. The radiat
treatment planning process that historically consisted of
tient positioning and/or immobilization, patient imaging da
acquisition, target and critical structure localization, radiat
field design, and patient marking for treatment has radic
changed with the introduction of dedicated CT-simulators
radiation therapy clinics. CT-simulator comprises of a C
scanner, a laser localization system, and computer softw
that provides the capabilities of image processing and
nipulation, target volume and critical structure segmentat
and beam display in three dimensions. Simply, C
simulation combines some of the functions of image-ba
three-dimensional treatment planning system and the c
ventional simulator. It attempts to integrate as much of
planning process as possible using exact anatomical infor
tion of the patient obtained from the 3D imaging data-se
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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The initial concept of CT-simulator was to emulate t
conventional simulation process on a contiguous CT data
representing the patient. This idea was first proposed by G
tein and Abrams72,73as beam’s-eye-view~BEV! planning. In
BEV planning, relevant segmented critical structures fro
CT contours are projected to a plane beyond the patient f
the vantage of the radiation source to assure approp
three-dimensional target coverage. This concept was fur
developed by Sherouse9–11 who introduced a system tha
could work like a simulator but used digital information d
rived from the patient imaging data-set. A patient treatm
simulation could be completed on a virtual patient mod
with digitally reconstructed radiographs~DRR!. DRR is sim-
ply a virtual radiographic projection of overlying anatom
~bone and tissue! in a beam’s eye view. Therefore, the sim
lation process can be completed in a virtual domain with
having the patient in the simulator room. This paradigm n
only improves the accuracy of target localization but it a
provides flexibility for the radiation oncologists to comple
the simulation process at a time that is more conducive
their schedule. There is a proliferation of dedicated C
simulators in radiation therapy clinics. CT-simulators ha
become so popular that many clinics are moving away fr
conventional simulators and are relying primarily on C
simulators.

Virtual treatment simulation in an accurate and consist
manner is by no means easy to achieve since the vir
simulation process encompasses a number of tasks that
historically been done in either radiation oncology or dia
nostic radiology. Scanning has been primarily performed
diagnostic radiology. Most radiology departments have w
established QA guidelines for CT-scanners in the contex
diagnostic use. However, a CT-scanner used for virtual sim
lation has hardware requirements and priorities that di
from those of diagnostic radiology. These include the abi
to acquire imaging data-set in exact treatment position w
appropriate treatment accessories, precise target localiza
with respect to fiducial marks on skin surface, minimizin
patient motion during the scan acquisition to avoid anatom
misalignment, and finally, adequate image storage and
working capabilities for an efficient virtual simulation setu
Once the CT images are transferred to the virtual simula
workstation, there are software requirements in manipula
imaging data to localize radiation targets and design fie
accurately. Therefore, the QA of CT-simulators must inclu
QA of CT-scanner, QA of the virtual simulation process a
testing of the accuracy and performance of the patient m
ing system for setup reproducibility.

As noted by other AAPM task group reports, one of t
objectives in radiation therapy is that the radiation dose
livered to the patient be within 5% of the prescribed dose74

To achieve this goal, the radiation oncology community h
subsequently introduced many advanced devices and pr
dures in the treatment planning process. The complexity
these devices and procedures, however, makes the pro
vulnerable to random and systematic uncertainties. Con
ering the many steps involved in delivering dose to a tar
volume in a patient, each step must be performed with ac
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racy much better than 5% to achieve an overall accurac
5%. It is anticipated that better than 3% accuracy is requ
in tumor localization and dose calculations attain an ove
accuracy of 5%. To avoid potential errors, QA is required
all steps of the radiation treatment process. Therefore,
recommended that medical centers implement a QA prog
for equipment used for CT-simulation and the overall C
simulation process. As recommended by the AAPM TG4013

the CT-simulation QA program should be overseen by
radiation oncology Quality Assurance Committee~QAC!. In
accordance with the Joint Commission on the Accreditat
of Health Care Organizations~JCAHO! requirements,75,76 it
is recommended that the QAC implement a Policies and P
cedure Manual for QA of CT-simulators, and an accompa
ing Quality Audit program.

In order to have an effective QA program, the radiati
oncology department chairman along with administrat
should assure that appropriate resources are available. T
resources include: qualified personnel, QA test equipm
available time for performance of QA program, and r
sources for education of involved personnel. Availability
these resources is a prerequisite for a successful QA
gram. Furthermore, the department chairman and the ad
istration should ensure that QAC guidelines for C
simulation QA are followed, including the performance
periodic QA, compliance with tolerance limits, and impl
mentation of corrective maintenance actions.

The responsibilities of various team members with reg
to a comprehensive radiation oncology QA program ha
already been described by the Task Group 40. We out
here the responsibilities of these members as they perta
QA of the CT-simulation program.

Radiation oncologist:Radiation oncologists need to hav
the precise knowledge of the image-guided treatment si
lation process. This knowledge is based on their adeq
training in interpreting CT images, understanding the effe
of motion and other image artifacts, understanding thr
dimensional imaging reconstruction and graphic displa
and understanding of setup and treatment uncertaintie
define adequate margins in radiation portal design. He or
is usually in daily contact with CT images. Therefore, t
radiation oncologist is in the position to observe change
image quality. The physician should be attentive to ima
quality changes, degradation, and artifacts. Any change
image appearance should be immediately brought to
medical physicist’s attention.

Radiation oncology physicist:The radiation oncology
physicist is responsible for design, implementation, perf
mance, and periodic review of the CT-simulation QA pr
gram. This person is also responsible for the acceptance
ing and commissioning of CT-simulation equipment. T
radiation oncology physicist should help define the spec
cations for the purchase of the CT-simulator. The physi
should be involved in the design of the facility and shou
assure that the radiation safety survey for the facility is p
formed. A radiation oncology physicist, diagnostic physici
or a member of the radiation safety office can perform
survey. The radiation oncology physicist shall also cert
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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that the CT-simulator is performing according to the spec
cation after it is installed and outline a written QA protoc
which includes tests to be performed, tolerances and
quency of the tests. This person is responsible for assu
that all members of the CT-simulation team are prope
trained and that ongoing training related to changes in
equipment and process is provided on timely basis. If
CT-scanner used for CT-simulation is located in the radiat
oncology department, the radiation oncology physicist is
sponsible for QA of the scanner. If the scanner is located
the diagnostic radiology department, the radiation oncolo
physicist is responsible for assuring that the CT-scanner
meets the requirements of the CT-simulation process.
radiation oncology physicist is always responsible for QA
CT-simulation software and CT-simulation process. It
clearly important that the radiation oncology physicist hav
good understanding of the CT technology and familiar
with the acceptance testing procedures and protocols. If
radiation oncology physicist lacks that expertise, we reco
mend that the facility seek the services of a qualified di
nostic imaging medical physicist or another experienced
diation oncology physicist for acceptance testing of the C
component of CT-simulator and to establish QA procedur

Diagnostic physicist: If the scanner used for CT
simulation is located in the diagnostic radiology departme
the diagnostic medical physicist is responsible for QA of t
CT-scanner. This person is responsible for implementing r
ommendations of the therapy physicist and this report,
assure that the CT-scanner QA meets the needs of the
simulation process. The diagnostic medical physicist is
sponsible for timely communication with the radiation onco
ogy physicist or a designee about any changes in the
scanner hardware or software or in the CT-scan process

Radiation therapist:The radiation therapist involved in
the CT-simulation process and operation of the CT-scanne
responsible for setup and scanning of patients accordin
the radiation oncologist’s instructions. This person sho
understand the CT-simulation process and proper opera
of the CT-scanner. The therapist should be able to recog
equipment malfunctions, image distortions, and poten
problems that may affect patient safety and accuracy of
diation therapy delivery. Any of these issues should
brought to the medical physicist’s attention. The radiati
therapist is typically responsible for the performance of so
portion of the QA associated with the CT-scanner and C
simulation process.

Diagnostic radiologic technologist:Depending on the de
sign and implementation of the CT-simulation process,
diagnostic radiologic technologist may be responsible
setup and scanning~CT-simulation! of patients according to
the radiation oncologist’s instructions. In this situation, e
pectations for this person are the same as for the radia
therapist. This person should receive initial and ongo
training regarding the CT-simulation process and its requ
ments.

Medical radiation dosimetrist:The dosimetrist is in-
volved in the processing of patient images, normal struct
contouring, placing of the treatment beams, and actually p
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forming the software portion of the CT-simulation proce
The dosimetrist should be able to detect problems with
tient images, CT-simulation software, and the treatment p
ning process. The dosimetrist may be responsible for
forming various QA tasks associated with CT-simulatio
treatment planning, and delivery.

CT-simulation can significantly improve the quality an
efficiency of the radiation therapy process and patient car
offers improved patient positioning, target delineation, tre
ment beam arrangement, and dose calculation. In many
stances, it can simplify the simulation process for the pat
since it utilizes patient images and relies only on a relativ
short patient presence for setup and CT-scan. The decisio
implement the CT-simulation process in a radiation oncolo
department is accompanied by several requirements. T
requirements include the availability of appropriate C
simulation equipment, qualified personnel, adequate sp
and proper training. In addition, it requires resources for
suring proper and safe operation of the CT-simulation p
cess and its components. Due to its sophistication,
simulation has the potential to introduce serious errors
patient treatment. While the tests outlined in this report
not guarantee an error-free system, they should minim
their probability. Without appropriate support from depa
ment administration, it is not feasible to create and maint
a strong QA program. Therefore, equipment, time, and p
sonnel must be made available for the CT-simulation
program.

2. Information for diagnostic radiology administration

Requirements for performance evaluation and QA of C
scanners have been outlined in the AAPM Report No. 137

AAPM Report No. 39,14 NCRP No. 99,45 and the American
College of Radiology Standard for Diagnostic Medical Ph
ics Performance Monitoring of Computed Tomograp
Equipment. These requirements should be a componen
the comprehensive QA program for CT-scanners in diagn
tic radiology. As outlined in this document, CT-scanners u
for CT-simulation, as a part of the radiation treatment pla
ning process, have special performance requirements w
must be verified for proper operation. Some of these per
mance requirements are in addition to the specifications
ready outlined for diagnostic CT-scanning; while other p
rameters have more stringent tolerance limits than th
required for diagnostic scanning. Among these performa
requirements are an increased need for mechanical inte
and accuracy of the CT-scanner gantry and table, additio
external patient positioning lasers whose accuracy mus
verified, increased need for positional and spatial integrity
CT images, and increased need for accuracy of quantita
CT-scanner performance. Proper periodic evaluation of th
parameters will undoubtedly add to the complexity of a
agnostic CT-scanner QA program.

Even though the number of CT-scanners located in ra
tion oncology departments is constantly increasing, m
centers will continue to rely on treatment planning imag
from diagnostic radiology. We therefore recommend that
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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agnostic radiology departments incorporate in their QA p
gram tests outlined in this report for those scanners which
used for CT-simulation. To further facilitate this process,
recommend that the diagnostic radiology department de
nate a liaison to the radiation oncology QA committ
~QAC!. This person will be responsible for proper comm
nication between the two departments and will be resp
sible for ensuring that the radiation oncology QA needs
met in the diagnostic radiology QA program. The radiati
oncology QAC and therapy medical physicist should ha
input to the acceptance testing and commissioning proces
CT-scanners, and to the design of the CT-scanner QA p
gram for those scanners which are used as CT-simula
The input to the QA program design should include spec
cation of tests, test frequency, tolerance limits, corrective
tions, and QA assignments. We feel that a QA program
signed jointly by diagnostic and therapy physicists c
efficiently serve the needs of both departments.

In addition to the radiation oncology administration, it
the responsibility of the diagnostic radiology chairman a
administration to ensure that the QA program for C
scanners, which are used for CT-simulation, meets the
ommendations outlined in this report. This includes the
quirement that the appropriate amount of time for scan
QA be made available and that the therapy physicist
radiation oncology staff have adequate access to scan
which are used for CT-simulation. In general, it is assum
that the radiation oncology department is responsible for p
viding test equipment, QA phantoms, and, if necessary, la
for those tests which are not part of the routine diagno
radiology scanner QA and which serve treatment plann
purposes.

APPENDIX B: CT DOSIMETRY

1. CT dose descriptors

The basic CT dose descriptors have been in existence
many years and continue to be redefined as multidetector
~MDCT! evolves. The primary measured value is known
the CT Dose Index~CTDI! and represents the integrate
dose, along thez axis, from oneaxial CT-scan~one rotation
of the x-ray tube!.77–79 All other CT dose descriptors ar
derived from this primary measured value. It is important
note that the CTDI is always measured in the axial sc
mode, and that doses for helical scan modes are calcul
from the axial information.

The Code of Federal Regulations, 21 CFR 1020.33, s
tion ~h!~1! defines CTDI~denoted below as CTDIFDA due to
its specific condition! as ‘‘the integral of dose profile along
line perpendicular to the tomographic plane divided by
product of the nominal tomographic section thickness a
the number of tomograms produced in the single scan;’’

CTDIFDA5
1

nT E27T

17T

D~z!dz, ~B1!

where z is the position along a line perpendicular to th
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tomographic plane,D(z) is dose at positionz, T is the nomi-
nal tomographic section thickness, andn is number of tomo-
grams produced in a single scan.

Theoretically, the CTDI should be measured from plus
minus infinity. Since in practice the ion chamber to meas
CTDI is typically 100 mm long, the IEC has specifical
defined the CTDI measured with such a method as CTDI100.
In general, the CTDI100 is different from CTDIFDA . Readers
should be cautious of any CTDI results if they are not clea
specified. The FDA is also moving to adopt CTDI100.

As described later, CT dosimetry includes evaluation
CTDI dependence on the measurement point position in
field-of-view. For example, for body CT imaging, the CTD
is typically a factor or two higher at the surface than at
center of the field-of-view. The average CTDI across
field-of-view is given by the weighted CTDI (CTDIw),
where CTDIw52/3 CTDI~surface!11/3 CTDI~center!.
CTDIw is defined using the ‘‘f -factor’’ for air.

When performing a volumetric scan, dose profiles fro
individual scans are superimposed and summed to crea
multiple scan profile. As the number of scans contributing
the multiple scan dose profile is increased, the average
of the multiple dose profile reaches a limiting value. Th
limiting value is defined as the MSAD and can expressed
the relation:78

MSAD5
1

I E2I /2

I /2

DN,I~z!dz, ~B2!

where DN,I(z) is the dose as a function of position for
multiple scan dose profile consisting ofN scans separated b
a constant distance between scans equal toI . Similar to the
concerns regarding CTDI, theZ-axis extent of measuremen
for the MSAD has not been consistently defined. Using
CTDI100 definition, the IEC has defined the term Volum
CTDIw (CTDIvol), which is equivalent to MSAD, but is ex
plicitly measured using the CTDI100 values,

CTDIvol5
N•T

I
•CTDIw , ~B3!

whereN is the number of simultaneous axial scans per x-
source rotation,T is the thickness of one axial scan~mm!,
and I is the table increment per axial scan~mm!.

In spiral CT, the ratio of the table travel per rotation (I ) to
the total nominal beam width (N•T) is referred to as pitch
Therefore,

CTDIvol5
1

pitch
•CTDIw ~B4!

The CTDIw represents the average radiation dose over thx
and y directions and the CTDIvol represents the average r
diation dose over thex, y, andz directions. CTDIvol is useful
indicator of the dose for a specific exam protocol, becaus
takes into account protocol specific information such
pitch.

Dose-Length Product~DLP! is used to define the tota
energy absorbed by a scanned volume from a given proto
DLP represents integrated dose along the scan length,
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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DLP ~mGy cm!5CTDIvol~mGy!•scan length~cm!.
~B5!

While two scan protocols may have the same CTDIvol , their
DLP value may be substantially different due to difference
scanned volume length. Several manufacturers include D
information on the scanner control console for programm
scan protocols and scan lengths.

2. CT dose measurements

As described in the preceding section, patient dose fro
CT-scan is assessed by measuring CTDI. Two CT dosim
phantoms are commonly used. A 15 cm long, 16 cm diam
transparent acrylic cylinder is used for ‘‘head’’ protocol me
surements. A 15 cm long, 32 cm diameter cylinder is used
‘‘body’’ protocols. Five to nine holes are strategically place
in the phantoms to accept a pencil ionization chamber~Fig.
7!. Phantom design requirements can be found in the Cod
Federal Regulations 21 CFR 1020.23, Section~b!~6!. Pencil
ionization chambers are typically ten centimeters long a
should be calibrated by accredited dosimetry laborator
For the CTDI measurement, the phantom is placed in
center of the imaging plane resting on the tabletop or h
holder. The phantom should be leveled and aligned with
central axis of the scanner. A single scan is then acqu
through the center of the ionization chamber. The meas
ment procedure was described in detail in the AAPM rep
No. 3979 and by Cacak.40 The CTDI is calculated using the
following equation:

CTDI1005
Rdg* Ctp* Kel* Nx* f med* 100~mm!

Total nominal beam width~mm!
@cGy#, ~B6!

where

FIG. 7. A body and head phantom for measurement of dose from CT-sc
Pencil ionization chamber is inserted in the center of the body phantom
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CTDI100 is the Computed Tomography Dose Index@cGy#
measured with 100 mm long ionization chamber,

Rdg is the electrometer reading,

Ctp is the temperature and pressure correction factor,

Kel is the electrometer calibration factor@C/rdg#,

Nx is the chamber exposure calibration factor@R/C#,

100 mm is the length of ionization chamber,

f med is F factor which is used to convert exposure in air to
absorbed dose in medium. At 70 keV effective energ
f med is 0.94 and 0.78 cGy/R for muscle and acrylic,
respectively. For CTDI100, F factor is defined to be
0.87~air is assumed!. For comparison purposes,
it is important to know whichF factor the
manufacturer uses for defining CTDI.

The measured dose will change as a function of kVp sett
mA setting, scan time, slice thickness, beam filtration, e
The CTDI is typically measured for a subset of stand
combinations of scan parameters. Manufacturers comm
provide correction factor tables which can be used to cor
CTDI measured at a standard combination of scan par
eters to a desired scan parameter combination, alleviating
need to make specific measurements. At the time of sca
commissioning, the validity of these tables should be sp
checked.

APPENDIX C: RADIATION SAFETY
SURVEYÕSHIELDING EVALUATION

Shielding design for CT-scanner rooms has been
scribed in the AAPM Report No. 39.14 The scanner itself
provides shielding for primary radiation and scatter is
main source of radiation outside the scan plane. Scan
room shielding is, therefore, designed primarily for scat
radiation. The CT-scanner room shielding survey should
performed with a phantom in the scan plane. The phan
should approximate size and composition of pelvic area.
cite or a water equivalent plastic phantom measuring 20
in diameter and 40 cm in length and width is sufficient f
this procedure. Radiation exposure measurements shou
performed with scan parameters that will result in the larg
possible exposures@i.e., the largest slice thickness and t
highest scan potential~kVp!#. Measured instantaneous exp
sure levels are proportional to CT-scanner mA setting
typical survey procedure would include the following se
tings: 130 or 140 kVp, 10 mm collimator width, 200 mA
and exposure time sufficiently long to achieve stable rad
tion measurements which can be measured with a su
meter. As suggested in the NCRP Report No. 49,80 with the
scattering phantom in place, all walls, doors, and windo
should be first evaluated for shielding integrity~gaps in the
barrier, absence of shielding material! using a Geiger–Muller
meter. Once the shielding integrity has been verified,
locations of highest radiation levels are found, a radiat
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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survey meter is used to measure instantaneous expos
The weekly exposure level for a particular location is calc
lated using the following relationship:

X560•Ẋ•W•T, ~C1!

where

X is the total weekly exposure@mR/week#;

Ẋ is the measured instantaneous exposure divided
by measurement mA@mR/h•mA#;

X is the weekly workload@mA-min/week# as defined

in the AAPM Report No. 39;14

T is the occupancy factor as defined in the

NCRP Report #49.80

Shielding evaluation is performed only at the time of t
initial scanner acceptance testing and~unless there are struc
tural changes to the scanner room or when scanners ar
placed! need not be performed again.

APPENDIX D: CT-SIMULATOR LASER QA

In this procedure, it is assumed that the device from Fig
is used for testing. This phantom is used just as an exam
and other QA phantoms can be used to accomplish the s
tests. For example, phantoms for treatment machine laser
can be used.

The device consists of a Lucite base and two Lucite p
mounted on the base. The pegs are 5 cm high, 2.8 cm w
and 25 cm apart. Vertical and horizontal holes are dril
through the center of each peg@Fig. 4~b!#. The two holes,
measuring 1 mm in diameter, meet inside the peg to form
inverted letter ‘‘T’’ @Fig. 4~b!#. Another vertical hole of the
same diameter is drilled in the center of the base plate~be-
tween two pegs!. The laser QA device is then attached to t
scanner table using a registration bar or some other form
attachment. The device should be centered on the tabl
and positioned perfectly orthogonal to the long axis of t
table.

Test method: (1) Gantry lasers should accurately iden
scan plane within the gantry opening—If the centers of holes
inside the pegs on the laser QA device are aligned with
gantry lasers and a single axial scan with a 1–2 mm s
width is acquired, an image like that shown in Fig. 8 will b
generated. In the alignment process, horizontal side ga
lasers~left and right! are aligned with horizontal holes in
pegs by raising or lowering the table. By moving the table
or out of the gantry, the vertical side lasers are aligned w
the horizontal peg holes and the overhead axial gantry la
is aligned with the vertical holes. If the gantry lasers a
aligned with the imaging plane then the image should sho
well-defined inverted letter ‘‘T’’ in each peg@Fig. 8~a!#. If
there is a partial image of the inverted letter ‘‘T,’’ or n
image at all, then the gantry lasers are not aligned with
imaging plane@e.g., Fig. 8~b!#. If the images inside two peg
are not the same then the QA device is rotated with respe
the imaging plane. Most frequently, this indicates that
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tabletop is rotated with respect to the imaging plane~see Sec.
III C 2!.

(2) Gantry lasers should be parallel and orthogonal wi
the scan plane and should intersect in the center of s
plane—If the image in Fig. 8~a! shows a well-defined in-
verted letter ‘‘T’’ in each peg then, as described above,
gantry lasers are aligned with the imaging plane. When
table is raised and lowered from the table position used
acquire the image in Fig. 8~a! the vertical side gantry laser
and the overhead axial gantry laser should track the h
inside the pegs. If the lasers drift away from the holes th
the lasers are not parallel with the imaging plane, or
couch is not traveling vertically parallel with the imag
plane.

The overhead sagittal gantry laser should be aligned w
the center hole on the base plate of the QA device thro
the full range of couch vertical travel within the CT donut.
this laser drifts or does not touch the center hole at all the
may require alignment. If the horizontal gantry lasers
aligned with side holes in the pegs, they should track
holes the full length of the laser beam as the table is mo
in and out of the gantry. During this test, the sagittal ov
head laser should also track the center hole on the base p
If either of the horizontal lasers, or the sagittal laser, dr
away from peg holes, then they, or the couch, are not
thogonal with the imaging plane.

The measuring cursor option on the scanner can be u
to evaluate if the gantry lasers intersect in the center of
imaging plane. The measuring cursor usually forms a cr
If the horizontal line of the measuring cursor is position
through horizontal holes on both pegs in image in Fig. 8~a!,
and the vertical line of the cross hair through the hole in
center of the base plate, then the locator indicator for
cursor can be used to assess alignment accuracy. The

FIG. 8. CT image of laser QA device.~a! lasers aligned with imaging plane
~b! center of the QA device offset by 1 mm from the imaging plane.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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tion indicator (x,y) for the cross-hair position should rea
~0, 0!. If there is a different y value, then the horizont
gantry lasers are not aligned with the center of the imag
plane and should be adjusted if out of tolerance. If thex
value is different, then the overhead laser is not prope
aligned or, more importantly, the tabletop itself may be i
properly installed~see Sec. III C 2!.

(3) Vertical side-wall lasers should be accurately spac
from imaging plane—For this test, the laser QA device, de
scribed previously, is first aligned with well-aligned gant
lasers or directly with the image plane as described in
method~1! and Fig. 8~a!. Using the digital longitudinal table
indicator, the table is then retracted away from the gan
the distance equal to the predefined separation between
gantry and wall vertical lasers~often 500 mm!. After the
retraction, both vertical wall lasers should bisect the s
holes on pegs. Misalignment indicates that the lasers are
properly spaced or that the couch travel is not correc
indicated.

(4) Wall lasers should be parallel and orthogonal with th
scan plane and should intersect at a point which is coin
dent with the center of the scan plane—The geometry of
side-mounted wall lasers is assessed in similar fashion as
gantry lasers, by aligning the QA device and moving t
table vertically and longitudinally.

(5) The overhead (sagittal) laser should be orthogonal
the imaging plane—If the table is moved towards and awa
from the gantry the sagittal laser should touch the center h
in the QA device the full length of the laser beam. Th
indicates that the sagittal laser is orthogonal with the imag
plane and that the CT couch is traveling orthogonally,
well.

(6) The overhead laser movement should be accurate,
ear, and reproducible—This can be tested by placing a rule
against the two pegs on the laser QA device across the ta
top. One of the ruler marks should be aligned with the s
ittal laser ~whose position should read zero! and the center
hole in the QA device. By moving the laser various distanc
to the left and right, laser movement can be evaluated.
daily QA, the sagittal laser can be moved a predefined
tance from the center hole to the center of each peg~125
mm!. After movement, the laser should intersect the verti
hole in each of the pegs. This is a quick way to assess d
laser motion accuracy.

The image in Fig. 8~a! can also be used to daily assess C
image spatial integrity. The separation between the vert
holes in two pegs in Fig. 8~a! should measure 25061 mm
using the scanner measuring tool. Shorter or longer distan
may indicate image spatial distortion. Additionally, the las
QA device can be used to assess the table’s vertical
longitudinal movement accuracy. If the QA device is used
daily laser QA, the indicated table vertical and longitudin
position should be the same day to day when the devic
aligned with lasers.
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SAMPLE CT SIMULATOR LASER QA PROCEDURE
AND FORM

~1! Attach the laser QA device to the simulator tableto
~2! Move the couch until the side holes in pegs a

aligned with horizontal and vertical wall lasers. Th
table height indicator should agree with the value
the QA form~i.e., 388!. Verify that both, left and right,
wall lasers agree with holes in pegs. The tolerance
this test is62 mm.

~3! Note the longitudinal couch position.
~4! Move the couch towards the gantry until holes in pe

align with left and right vertical gantry lasers.
~5! The longitudinal couch position should change by t

known displacement between the gantry lasers
wall lasers, with an accuracy of12 mm.

~6! Verify the alignment of the left and right horizonta
gantry lasers with holes in pegs. The tolerance
62 mm.

~7! Verify the alignment of the center gantry laser wi
the center hole on the QA device. The tolerance
62 mm.

~8! Retract the couch until the vertical wall lasers a
again aligned with holes in pegs. The longitudin
couch position should agree with the value in step~3!.

~9! Align the overhead sagittal laser with the center ma
on the QA device using the remote control. The late
position indicated on the remote control should
0.062 mm.

~10! Align the overhead sagittal laser, using the rem
control, with left and right pegs. The lateral positio
on the remote control should be1125 mm62 mm
and2125 mm62 mm for left and right pegs, respec
tively.

~11! Move the table manually towards the gantry and aw
from the gantry while observing the position of rig
and left horizontal wall lasers on the pegs and
position of the overhead sagittal laser. The las
should not move away from holes by more th
62 mm.

~12! Align holes in pegs with wall lasers and raise a
lower the table while observing the position
right and left vertical wall lasers on the pegs and t
position of the overhead sagittal laser. The las
should not move away from holes by more th
62 mm.

~13! Align holes in the QA device with gantry lasers.
~14! Repeat steps 11 and 12 for gantry lasers.
~15! Move the couch towards the gantry until holes in pe

again align with left and right gantry lasers.
~16! Scan the registration device. The slice thickness

spacing should be 1.5 mm and 0 mm, respective
The scan mode should be axial.

~17! After the scan is complete open a cursor option on
scanner and choose the cross tool.

~18! Align the cursor cross with the horizontal and vertic
holes in the left peg. TheX and Y values should be
1125 mm62 mm and 0 mm62 mm, respectively.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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~19! Align the cursor cross with the top of the center ho
on the QA device. TheX andY values should be10
mm62 mm and229 mm62 mm, respectively.

~20! Align the cursor cross with the horizontal and vertic
holes in the right peg. TheX andY values should be
2125 mm62 mm and 0 mm62 mm, respectively.

APPENDIX E: SCANNER TABLE TESTS

Testing of the following parameters should be perform
with the tabletop loaded with at least 150 lb~75 kg! of dis-
tributed the weight to simulate a patient.

Tools needed:Laser QA device from Sec. III C 1, ruler
and ready-pack film.

Test method: (1) The couch/tabletop should be level
orthogonal with respect to the imaging plane—One of the
problems associated with scanners used for CT-simulatio
the fact that a flat tabletop is generally an addition to
scanner, which may not have been considered during
scanner design. This can cause the flat-tabletop installa
on the scanner couch base to be imprecise or irreproduc
This can also apply to tabletops provided and installed by
scanner manufacturer. Therefore, even if the scanner wa
stalled properly and the couch base is level and orthogo
with the imaging plane~this should be verified during com
missioning!, the tabletop may still not be level and/or o
thogonal with the imaging plane. Proper installation of t
tabletop cannot be verified with a level alone but must
verified radiographically. A level shows only that the tablet
is level with respect to the ‘‘world,’’ and it does not nece
sarily indicate whether it is orthogonal with respect to t
imaging plane.

To assure that the tabletop longitudinal axis of travel
perpendicular to the image acquisition plane~i.e., the table-
top is not rotated with respect to the imaging plane!, the laser
QA device is first placed as close to the head of the table
~gantry side! as possible. The device is then aligned w
gantry lasers and a single image through the device is
quired. The device is then positioned as far as possible
wards the foot of the table and again aligned with gan
lasers where a single image is acquired. The location of
laser QA device in two images should be identical. Using
scanner cursor tool, the location of the center hole in the
device should be measured on both images. The locatio
the hole on two images should be within 2 mm agreeme
The agreement demonstrates that couch axis of travel is
pendicular to the image acquisition plane.

The position of horizontal holes in both pegs on the Q
device in both images should have the same coordin
within 2 mm when measured by the scanner cursor tool. A
disagreement between measured coordinates for the hor
tal holes in the QA device for either one of the pegs, in eith
of the images, may be an indication that the tabletop is
level in the transverse direction, that the tabletop is not
thogonal to the imaging plane in the longitudinal directio
that the tabletop is twisted, or that couch longitudinal tra
is introducing ‘‘roll’’ in the table as it travels.
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For above described tests, it is assumed that the co
base is level in the axial and longitudinal direction with r
spect to the imaging plane and that the couch is not rota
As stated above, this should be verified during commissi
ing. To verify that the base is not rotated with respect to
imaging plane, two small pieces of wire~1 to 29 long! are
taped in the center of the couch top, one at the gantry
and one at the foot side~similar to the test above!. The lateral
coordinates of two wires in their respective images should
identical. To verify that the couch base is level in the ax
direction, the couch top can be scanned in several places
scanner cursor tool can be used to evaluate if the couch
is level. To verify that the longitudinal couch axis is orthog
nal to the imaging plane, two small pieces of wire can
taped to the couch top~in the same longitudinal position bu
laterally spaced as far as possible!. Each wire should be ori-
ented at 90° with respect to the other wire and at 45° w
respect to the imaging plane. The wires are first scanned
the couch in the lowest vertical position and then in t
highest achievable position. The separation between
wires in two images should be identical. Variation in wi
separation in two images indicates that the couch base is
orthogonal with the imaging plane. This can be due to gan
or couch base tilt. Any discrepancies should be addres
during commissioning.

(2) Table vertical and longitudinal motion according t
digital indicators should be accurate and reproducible—
Table vertical and longitudinal digital indicators are used
patient treatment isocenter marking durin
CT-simulation.1,2,4,12 Therefore, the digital indicators an
table motion accuracy directly affect the ability to accurat
correlate internal patient anatomy with skin marks. A lon
tudinal motion accuracy test is inherent to the previou
described laser QA wherein the separation between ga
and wall lasers was verified.

Longitudinal digitally indicated motion accuracy and r
producibility is tested by placing a longitudinally oriente
long ruler flat on the tabletop, and moving the table in a
out of the gantry. Laser projection on the ruler is used
directly measure the distance traveled, and relative table
sition.

Vertical digitally indicated motion accuracy and reprodu
ibility is tested by placing a long ruler vertically on the tabl
top and observing a laser position on the ruler as the tab
raised and lowered. Of course, care should be taken to en
that the ruler is perpendicular to the table top for all me
surements. Both, longitudinal and vertical digital table po
tion indicators should be accurate within to 2 mm.

Some patient immobilization devices register directly
the scanner tabletop. These devices can register to the t
ment machine tabletop as well. In such situation, it is p
sible to use scanner and treatment machine absolute
coordinates to position patients. Furthermore, treatment
chine table coordinates can be entered in the record
verify system to verify correct patient positioning.

Accuracy of absolute scanner couch coordinates can
verified by observing couch coordinates reported by
scanner when verifying coincidence of scanner lasers and
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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imaging plane~III C 1!. Absolute table coordinates should b
consistent with reference values to within62 mm. Refer-
ence values should be obtained during commissioning or
ter adjustment of couch operation.

(3) Table indexing and position under scanner cont
should be accurate—This test has been described in detail
several authors.36,40 This test is similar to the preceding se
tion except that the table is moved under scanner con
rather than manually. A ready-pack film is taped on the tab
top and the film is irradiated at some predetermined fix
spacing with a series of narrow scans. This test can be
formed in axial or spiral scan mode. The spacing betwe
stripes on the film should correspond to the spacing used
the scan. Reproducibility of the table indexing can
checked by irradiating the above film twice. The table sho
be moved under scanner control for both scans. After p
cessing the film, the lines from two scans should be sup
imposed.

Table indexing can alternatively be checked without e
posing the film as described in the AAPM Report No. 3914

Table indexing accuracy and reproducibility under scan
control should be accurate within61 mm.

(4) Flat tabletop should not contain any objectionab
artifact producing objects—During initial acceptance testing
the flat tabletop insert should be scanned to evaluate whe
there are any objects in the tabletop which can produce c
cally significant image artifacts~screws, etc.!.

APPENDIX F: X-RAY GENERATOR TESTS

Typical tests of the x-ray generator include evaluation
the peak potential~kVp!, half-value layer~HVL !, current ac-
curacy ~mA!, time accuracy~seconds!, mAs linearity and
reproducibility and, potentially, other tests like focal sp
size.20 Inaccurate performance of these parameters can a
the accuracy of CT numbers measured with the scanner
potentially, the accuracy of heterogeneity-corrected dose
culations.

QA goals: CT-scanner x-ray generator measureme
should be performed at installation or following replaceme
of major components in the x-ray generator system, such
the x-ray tube. Tests should include evaluation of

~1! peak potential~kVp!,
~2! half-value layer~HVL !,
~3! mAs linearity,
~4! mAs reproducibility,
~5! time accuracy.

Tools needed:Evaluation of a CT-scanner x-ray generat
can be somewhat difficult due to the rotating x-ray tube a
the closed nature of most modern systems which imp
invasive measurements. Invasive measurements are cum
some, require manufacturer assistance, and are poten
dangerous for both equipment and personnel. Noninva
measurements of x-ray generator performance parameter
appropriate and, in fact, preferred in a radiation oncolo
setting. Several noninvasive, commercially available devi
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are capable of assessing kVp, time, and exposure. Eac
the five performance parameters listed above can be ass
with noninvasive devices. HVL measurements can be p
formed with pencil ionization chamber and electrometer.81

Test method:For use of noninvasive measurements,
CT-scanner must be capable of ‘‘parking’’ the x-ray tube
the 12 o’clock position. The manufacturer should be able
provide assistance with this procedure as the utility which
used to park the x-ray tube is usually not a part of the m
user interface and can sometimes be a hidden service u

Report No. 39 discusses evaluation of the x-ray gener
system, and the reader is referred to that report for a deta
description of tests. The AAPM Report No. 2582 also pro-
vides information and procedures for accessing some of
generator performance parameters. For evaluation of a
the above five performance parameters, the x-ray tube is
tated to the 12 o’clock position and the table is placed at
lowest possible position within the gantry. The measurem
device is centered on the table using the overhead ga
lasers. The scanner is programmed from the control con
to evaluate various settings. For all measurements, the w
available collimator setting should be used.

(1) kVp—accuracy of all clinically used tube potential se
tings should be evaluated. Measured values should m
manufacturer specifications. In absence of the manufact
specifications, Report No. 39 recommends that tube pote
should be within62 kV of indicated values for all powe
levels.

(2) HVL—Half-value layer should be evaluated for a
clinically used tube potential settings. The HVL is specifi
in mm of aluminum. A set of thin sheets of aluminum,
varying thicknesses are required for HVL measureme
First, at a particular, fixed mAs setting the exposure~mR! of
the open~unfiltered! beam is measured. Next, Al sheets a
placed incrementally between the noninvasive detector
the x-ray tube. Exposure measurement is repeated with
addition of Al sheet. Half-value filtration is calculated fro
the Al thickness and the corresponding mR values. In
absence of manufacturer specifications, values found in
AAPM Report No. 2582 can be used.

As noted by Kruger,81 displacing the ionization chambe
laterally from the scanner isocenter can significantly cha
measured HVL values, due to bow-tie filter.

(3) mAs linearity—This test is used to infer tube curre
through indirect measurement. The foundation for this tes
that for a constant tube potential and slice width, the integ
exposure~mR! should be a linear function of mAs. There
fore, for this test, relative exposure measurements are
quired. For all measurements, the exposure time should
kept constant~for example, 1 second! and the current should
be varied through the range of available settings. The m
surements should be performed for all clinically used tu
potential settings. As specified in Report No. 39~III A 7 !, for
each tube potential, mR/mAs should be calculated. The
efficient of linearity relative to the mean of all values is th
determined. The coefficient of linearity of mR/mAs betwe
the mean of all values and any single value~absolute differ-
ence divided by sum! should be within 0.05.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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(4) mAs reproducibility—For repeated exposure measur
ments at a fixed setting, the measured values should be
producible within values specified by the manufacturer.

(5) Time accuracy—Scan time accuracy can be evaluat
with the noninvasive meter. Time accuracy should be m
sured for all available settings which are used clinically. T
measurements should meet manufacturer specifications.

APPENDIX G: SAMPLE OVERALL CT-SIMULATOR
PROCESS TEST

A simple phantom with an opaque marker either inside
on the surface works well to test the overall process or ph
toms previously described can be used. A scan should
acquired of the phantom with a slice thickness and ind
typical of a routine scan. The following is an outline of
typical process:

~1! Scan phantom with a fiducial marker,
~2! Check scan indexing based on length of phantom,
~3! Transfer data to workstation,
~4! Check orientation,
~5! Outline external contour of phantom,
~6! Calculate area and volume to determine accuracy

structure outlining,
~7! Align isocenter to fiducial marker,
~8! Move CT couch to isocenter coordinates,
~9! Mark phantom insuring that lasers match fiducial ma
~10! Set field size,
~11! Send data to RTP system,
~12! Check orientation and beam parameters,
~13! Check CT numbers if the phantom is heterogeneou
~14! Send data to a treatment machine,
~15! Print DRRs and setup documentation,
~16! Setup and verify phantom treatment.
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diation Oncology, Washington University School of Medicine, 4921 Pa
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